1. Tania Jenkins, Doctors' Orders: The Making of Status Hierarchies in an Elite Profession (2020) [Author-Meets-Critics]
Thursday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm ONLINE ONLY Author-Meets-Critics
Organizer: Lauren Olsen, Temple University
Discussants:
- Tania Jenkins, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
- Shamus Khan, Princeton University
- Jason Schnittker, University of Pennsylvania
- LaTonya J. Trotter, University of Washington
- Bernice Pescosolido, Indiana University at Bloomington

Thursday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Creating Bridges
Organizers: Laura Bunyan, University of Connecticut-Stamford; Carol Ann Jackson, University of Connecticut; Barret Katuna, SWS
This panel will address some of the unique challenges faced by first-generation students including barriers to success and ways that universities and faculty can work to support first-generation students. We will also address the importance of student supports beyond the walls of the classroom.
Discussants:
- Laura Bunyan, University of Connecticut-Stamford
- Ingrid Semaan, University of Connecticut-Stamford

3. Navigating Work [Paper Session]
Thursday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm BPP-Arlington
Presider: Jarron Bowman, Ithaca College
- Student Loans and Working in College Before and During COVID-19 ....Arielle Kuperberg, UNC Greensboro; Anurag Pant, UNC Greensboro; Joan Maya Mazelis, Rutgers University- Camden
- Modalities of Inclusion Belief: LGBT Professionals Navigating Epistemic Cultures of STEM ...Tom Waidzunas, Temple University
- Gendered Crossover Effects of Unemployment on Partners' Subjective We/1-Being ......Jarron Bowman, Ithaca College
• Professional Black Women-A Closer Look and Deeper Analysis .....Maritess Escueta, University of Delaware
• Sudden Strain: Faculty Work Strain under COVID-19 .... David Cotter, Union College; Catherine Berheide, Skidmore College; Megan Carpenter, St. Lawrence University

4. Policy & Work [Paper Session]
Thursday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | BPP-Berkeley

Presider: Wendy Li, UW-Madison

• “Workplace Turnover Rate: Direct Support Professionals’ Measure of Job Satisfaction”....jestine blake, William Paterson University of New Jersey
• The Study of We/I-Being Within the Workplace.....Sarah Bubeck, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
• Network Structure and Project Involvement in GitHub .....Chao Liu, North Carolina State University
• Higher Education Transformations for Greater Equity: Geography, Demography, and the National Science Foundation’s ADVANCE and AGEP Programs..... Sharon Bird, West Virginia University; Brittany Kowalski, West Virginia University
• Policy Careers and the Revolving door.....Wendy Li, UW-Madison

5. Mobilizations and civic engagement [Paper Session]
Thursday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | BPP-Boylston

Presider: Thomas Gray, USDA Cooperative Programs

• Group Solidarity/Cohesion in Three Cases: La Via Campesina (via Desmarais,) African-American Cooperatives (via Gordon-Nembhard) and The NFO (via Muhm) ..... Thomas Gray, USDA Cooperative Programs
• Health Worker Trainee Protests in the COVID-19 Era..... Sorcha Brophy, Columbia University; Veena Sriram, University of British Columbia
• Is Civic Engagement Ritual, Recreational, or Routine? Aspirational Social Behavior and COVID-19 ... Evan Stewart, AAMC; Timothy Dacey, University of Massachusetts - Bosto
• Talking about it and being about it: Reactions to protests and policing in pandemic times .....Rahsaan Mahadeo, Providence College
• Unionized Workers Envision Sociotechnical Energy System Transition ..... Diane Sicotte, Drexel University; Kelly Joyce, Drexel University; Arielle Hesse, Drexel University

6. We Don't Talk About Bruno: (Re)Examining the Sociological Curriculum [Paper Session]
Thursday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | BPP-Clarendon

Presider: Matthew May, Oakland university
• "Some College" and Beyond: How Sociology Faculty are Addressing Inequalities in the College Classroom....Maria Paino, Oakland university; Matthew May, Oakland university


• Integrating Critical Thinking into Sociological Curriculum......Samantha Applin, SUNY Cortland

• Teaching the Sociological Imagination.....Chanele Moore, University of Delaware

• Who Exactly Is "Saint Bruno" Anyway?: Applying Rhetorical Reading Techniques in Upper-Level Sociology Courses .....Richard Zdan, Rider University

Thursday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | BPP-Exeter

Presider: Gyuho Shin, State University of New York at Stony Brook

• Gender Ideology Alignment: The change of gender ideology and political alignment process....Gyuho Shin, State University of New York at Stony Brook

• Protest Activity, Voting, and the Presidential Election of 2020......Kevin Doran, Saint Anselm College; Tauna Sisco, Saint Anselm College

• Social norms and turnout overreporting: Effects of electoral outcome and social network embeddedness on social desirability bias ......Siyeona Chang, AAMC

• Who are the Leaders of Gender Equity Change Projects at US Universities? .....Kathrin Zippel, Northeastern University; Helen Connolly, self employed; Jessica Gold, Northeastern University

Thursday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | BPP-Georgian

Presider: Brian Monahan, Baldwin Wallace University

• "They're all over. And yet there is nothing to make them stand out in a crowd": Media and the Social Construction of Crime as an Ever-present and Equal Threat.....Tyler Barrett, None; Brian Monahan, Baldwin Wallace University

• A Tale of Two Be/fasts? Inequality, Identity, and Symbolic Power in a "Post-conflict" City ...Curtis Holland, SUNY College at Old Westbury

• Legacies of Forced Migration and Photographic Testimonio of Indigenous Maya in the Americas......Oscar Gil, SUNY at Buffalo

• The Deep History of the Ghetto: Lynching and Segregation in the American South......Olivia Mann, Princeton University

• The Dissection and Analysis of White Exodus Triggered by Recent Ethnoburb Development in New Jersey .....Halyna Lemekh, St Francis College
9. Crime, Criminalization, and Law Enforcement (1) [Paper Session]
Thursday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | BPP-Statler

**Presider:** Patricia Lewis, Emory University

- "Either you get the safety or you get the affordable": Constrained by violence in Connecticut’s segregated cities. .... Patricia Lewis, Emory University; Kathryn Yount, Emory University; Jennifer Darrah-Okike, University of Hawaii at Manoa; Karen Andes, Emory University
- Sex Trafficking and the Carceral State: Examining the Carceral Impact of Anti-Trafficking Strategies .... Bridget Degnan, CUNY Graduate Center
- A Relational Approach to Criminal Prosecutions .... Stephen Cody, Suffolk University
- An Examination of a "Good Death": Cultural and Legal Conceptions of Aid-in-Dying in Fi/m.... Juliette Bichon, Tufts University; Jill Weinberg, Tufts University
- Black Lives and Policing......Michael DeValue, Bridgewater State University
- Community Bonding for Ex-Offenders: The Importance of Recreational Social Activities on the Post-Incarceration Reentry Process.....Mfon Edet, West Chester University of Pennsylvania

10. Sociological Research in the Digital Arena [Paper Session]
Thursday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | ONLINE ONLY

**Presider:** Stephanie Ortiz, University of Massachusetts Lowell

- "We Are Going to Love You Until You Love Yourself": Digital Carework Among Women Partners of Porn Addicts .... Stephanie Ortiz, University of Massachusetts Lowell
- Dynamics of hate and counter-hate speech: comparing how left and right-leaning political advocacy organizations mobilize public engagement on racial justice events on Facebook and Twitter...Yingying Chen, University of South Carolina; Aurora Perego, University of Trento; Catharina O'Donnell, Harvard University; Soumya Mishra, University of Oxford; Miranda Melson, Northeastern University; Swapna Thorve, University of Virginia; Robert Djogbenou, Universite de Montreal
- Mixed-Methods from a Distance: Doing Rigorous, Remote Sociology. ....Michael Vaughn, Columbia University; Ivelina Arnaoudova, Northwestern University

11. New approaches to health 1 [Paper Session]
Thursday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | ONLINE ONLY

**Presider:** Emmanuel Koku, Drexel University

- Risk Behaviors among People Living with HIV in sub-Saharan Africa: Evidence from the Demographic and Health Surveys .....Emmanuel Koku, Drexel University
- Suicide Announcement Calls to Emergency Services: The Interactional Context for Emotion Work in Call Taker’s Efforts to Help the Caller .....Angela Cora Garcia, Bentley University
• Third Places and Social and Emotional Support among Rural Older Adults ..... Danielle Rhubarth, Penn State University

12. Religion and culture [Paper Session]
Thursday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Rebecca S.K. Li, The College of New Jersey

• Maintaining Tradition Amidst Rapid Social Change-A Study of American Zen Buddhist Communities ... Rebecca S.K. Li, The College of New Jersey
• Religion, Social Class Mobility and Limits of Faith-Based School Choice in Turkey...... Esma Alothman, University of Chicago
• Stories of Disaffiliation from Islam ..... Noura Embabi, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center

13. The Protect PT web app: A tool to bridge the gap between academia and community organizations in the fight against environmental injustice [Workshop/How to]
Thursday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm ONLINE ONLY Workshops

Organizer: Helene Langlamet, AAMC
Presider: Helene Langlamet, AAMC
How-To guide to the Protect PT web application, a tool designed by Protect Penn-Trafford, a small environmental citizen led nonprofit organization based in Westmoreland County, PA, to help concerned residents report environmental violations to the proper government agency. The workshop would be moderated jointly by myself (a Communication PhD candidate) and a member of the Protect PT team.

Discussants:

• Helene Langlamet, AAMC
• Gillian Graber, Protect Penn-Trafford
• Steven Moye, Protect Penn-Trafford

Thursday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm BPP-Arlington

Organizer: Tom Waidzunas, Temple University

Discussants:

• Alyson Spurgas, Trinity College
• Laura Carpenter, Vanderbilt University
• Theodore Green, Bowdoin College
Thursday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Creating Bridges

Organizers: Laura Bunyan, University of Connecticut-Stamford; Carol Ann Jackson, University of Connecticut; Barret Katuna, SWS
This presentation/workshop will discuss various ways to bring body liberation into the classroom. Included in this discussion will be ways we can integrate body positivity into the classroom through an examination of race, social class and first generation students. It will conclude with concrete steps to take on how to take bodies into account.

Discussants:

- Carol Ann Jackson, University of Connecticut
- Jessica Yorks, University of Connecticut

16. Negotiating Structures in Medical Education [Mini-conference: Health Professions Education]
Thursday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Health Professions Education

Organizers: Kelly Underman, Drexel University; Laura Hirshfield, University of Illinois at Chicago; Tania Jenkins, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

- *Inequality in Medical Professionalization and Specialization*......Juliana Madzia, University of Cincinnati
- *Qualitative Assessment of Factors Influencing the Medical Student Specialty Selection Process* ...Olivia Schultz, University of Chicago
- *Who Plans to Serve the Underserved? Examining the Role of Identity, Axes of Inequality, and Medical Training* .....Lauren Olsen, Temple University
- *Race, gender, and medical specialization*......Alyssa Browne, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
- *Financing Medical Education, Cumulative Debt, and the Social Psychology of Precarity among Newcomers to a High-Status Profession*......Judson Everitt, Loyola Universsitt Chicago

17. Social Movements I [Paper Session]
Thursday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | BPP-Boylston

Presider: Kaley McCarty, Boston College
• Within the Field: Ethnic Women Organizations in Myanmar.....Rachel Guaderrama, Brandeis University
• Mothers, Daughters, Boundaries, and Divides: Tracing the Concept of Difference and Generation in Women's Activism....Theresa Hunt, New Jersey Institute of Technology
• Representational Politics: Challenging Traditional Media Narratives of Muslim Women ...Sanchita Dasgupta, Brandeis University
• The Role of Generational Narratives in Intergenerational Climate Activism ..... Ann Ward, Brandeis University
• "What we need to do is in the air ... and all around us": Climate Activists Envision, Feel, and Embody the Future..... Kaley McCarty, Boston College

18. Queer Politics: Identities, Anticolonialism, Policing [Paper Session]
Thursday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | BPP-Exeter

Presider: Samar Ramy, University of Massachusetts - Bosto

• "No One Wins The Oppression Olympics": A Qualitative Examination of Intragroup Conflict in the LGBTQ+ Community..... Samar Ramy, University of Massachusetts - Bosto
• "They provide the illusion of safety": Discursive frames of uniformed police officers at LGBTQ+ Pride in Ohio and Virginia......Bailey Troia, Northland College
• Between the Anticolonial and the Sociocultural - A Critique of The Palestinian Queer Movement. ... Izat El Amoor, New York University
• Come Out with Your Pants Up: Policing Strategies of Cruising and Public Sex among MSM... Kyle Shupe, University of Cincinnati

19. Immigrant Delays, Detentions, and Destinations [Paper Session]
Thursday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | BPP-Georgian

Presider: Alessandra Bazo Vienrich, Worcester State University

• 'A Jewel Within Our Communities': The Use of Service-Learning Courses in Teaching Contemporary Latinx Immigration at a Predominantly White Institution in the South..... Alessandra Bazo Vienrich, Worcester State University
• "Private Immigration Detention without the Immigrants: The Subtle Use of Controlling Images in the Era of Mass Incarceration" ......Miara Bailey-Hall, North Carolina State University; Emily Estrada, SUNY at Oswego
• Latinos in Virginia: Finding Community in a New Immigrant Destination......Gabriela Leon-Perez, Virginia Commonwealth University
• Skin Tone and Mexicans' Perceptions of Discrimination in New Immigrant Destinations ... Helen Marrow, Tufts University; Dina Okamoto, Indiana University; Linda Tropp, University of Massachusetts at Amherst; Melissa Garcia, Indiana University
20. Crime, Criminalization, and Law Enforcement (2) [Paper Session]
Thursday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | BPP-Statler

Presider: Nicolette Bardele, Harvard University

• Community Supervision and Spatial Variation in Risk of Revocation ..... Nicolette Bardele, Harvard University
• Countering the Con: How Check Cashing Detroit-area Liquor Stores Mitigate Risk Through Social Interaction.... Vance Puchalski, Princeton University
• Discursive strategies of people with lived experience from addiction and drug use: advocacy and identity formation .... Andrew Chelius, Temple University
• Does Enacting Life Without Parole Reduce Violent Crime? A Quasi-Experimental Approach ... Ross Kleinstuber, University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown; Jeremiah Coldsmith, Unaffiliated
• Race, Criminalization, and Relationality..... Stephen Cody, Suffolk University

21. Research into Intersectionality and Inequality [Paper Session]
Thursday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Melissa MacDonald, American International College

• "You've Gotta Work the System to Survive": The Economic Survival Strategies of Welfare Mothers in Greater Boston..... Melissa MacDonald, American International College
• Conceptualizing Crisis in Affluent America..... Eric Lichten, Long Island University C.W. Post
• Intersectional Experiences of Inclusion among STEM Faculty of Color ..... Joya Misra, University of Massachusetts at Amherst; Ember Skye Kanelee, Univ of Massachusetts Amherst; Ethel Mickey, Univ of Massachusetts Amherst; Laurel Smith-Doerr, Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

22. New approaches to health 2 [Paper Session]
Thursday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Zac Miner, Fitchburg State University

• Medical privacy: key issues affecting trans*-identif,ed people seeking healthcare...... Zac Miner, Fitchburg State University
• Community Stakeholders and Outpatient Mental Health Care ..... Nana Tuntiya, University of South Florida
• How Do the Experiences of Hospitalized Patients Affect the Self, Identities, and Satisfaction? ..Tracy Reed, University of Massachusetts - Bosto

23. Space, place, and people [Paper Session]
Thursday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Meaghan Stiman, College of William and Mary

• "Adaptive Housing" and the Constraints of Affordability in a Small US City .....Meaghan Stiman, College of William and Mary; Sarah Joyce, College of William and Mary
• Cashing Out?: How Big Development Impacts Small-Scale Landlords in Philadelphia.....John Balzarini, Delaware State University; Melody Boyd, SUNY at Brockport
• Online Privacy: Risk Perception, Knowledge, and Confidence ....Yu Tao, Stevens Institute of Technology; Kristyn Karl, Stevens Institute of Technology
• Theoretical and Ethical Considerations when using machine learning innovations in higher education research ....Kristine Riley, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center; Nga Than, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
• What Drives Displacement? Involuntary Mobility and the Faces of Gentrification .... Kevin Beck, University of Hartford; Isaac Martin, University of California San Diego

24. Next Steps for Communities Already Experiencing Green and Climate Gentrification
[Workshop/How to]
Thursday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | BPP-Clarendon

Organizer: Victor Perez, University of Delaware
Presider: Victor Perez, University of Delaware
This workshop would bring together interdisciplinary scholars to discuss the multiple facets of this issue in a place where active resistance to green and climate gentrification is happening, but was also needed years ago before communities began to see the changes they have in recent years: Boston. The strategies shared and lessons learned at this workshop would be applicable to a host of urban, coastal communities all along the Atlantic.

Discussants:
• Victor Perez, University of Delaware
• Kenneth Gould, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
• Tammy Lewis, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
• Isabelle Anguelovski, BCNUEJ
• Lauren Mullenbach, University of Oklahoma
• Brandon Harris, University of Arizona
• Alessandro Rigolon, University of Utah
25. Covid and Immigration [Presidential Conversation]  
Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | ONLINE ONLY Presidential Sessions  
Discussants: 
• Margarita Alegria, Harvard University  
• Dolores Acevedo Garcia, Brandeis University

Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | BPP-Arlington  
Organizer: Paige Sweet, University of Michigan  
Discussants:  
• Claire Decoteau, University of Illinois at Chicago  
• Anthony Ryan Hatch, Wesleyan University  
• Gil Eyal, Columbia University  
• Wendy Cadge, Brandeis University  
• Miranda Waggoner, Florida State University

27. Connecting to the community through activism [Mini-conference: Creating bridges rather than building walls: Feminist activism]  
Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Creating Bridges  
Organizers: Laura Bunyan, University of Connecticut-Stamford; Carol Ann Jackson, University of Connecticut; Barret Katuna, SWS  
Community work - how to be active in the community. How can we as scholars and academics give back what we have learned to the community? How do we move beyond the production of ideas? What can we do as academics? How do we connect the classroom to the community?  
Discussants:  
• Rianka Roy, University of Connecticut  
• Colleen Butler-Sweet, Sacred Heart University  
• Davida Schiffer, University of Connecticut

28. Discrimination & Inequality 1 [Mini-conference: Health Professions Education]  
Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Health Professions Education  
Organizers: Kelly Underman, Drexel University; Laura Hirshfield, University of Illinois at
Chicago; Tania Jenkins, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

- Gendering Trust in General Surgery Training: Examining the Role of Trust between Residents and Attendings ..... Alejandra Colon Lopez, UAB
- Medical School Professional Identity Formation and Discrimination ..... Atticus Wolfe, University of South Carolina
- Emotion work of first-year women medical students ..... Emiko Blalock, Michigan State University
- Inequality Crossing Borders: Gender Matters in Refugee Physicians’ Pathways to US Medical Ucensure .. Susan Bell, Drexel University
- Reevaluating Barriers to Black Male Matriculation into Medical School ..... Kristina Fritz, Nova Southeastern University; Shanice Walcott, Nova Southeastern University; Nadia Anderson, Nova Southeastern University; Pamela Moran-Walcott, Nova Southeastern University; Luzan Phillipotts, Nova Southeastern University

29. Work & Culture [Paper Session]
Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | BPP-Berkeley

Presider: Dilan Eren, Boston University

- "More Than a Moment" - Professional Creatives Barriers to Full Inclusion in Hollywood and Comedy. ... Derek Robey, Harvard University; Nicole Letourneau, Harvard University; Michele Lamont, Harvard University
- The Self-Taught Economy: Open Access and Inclusion in the Tech Industry ..... Dilan Eren, Boston University
- Extreme Working Hours among White-Collar Workers in China ..... Jierui Li, Columbia University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
- What Kind of Work is Prestigious? The Embodiment of Occupational Status ..... Dustin Stoltz, Lehigh University
- Working for Fun: The careers of competitive video gamers ..... Micah Rajunov, Boston University

30. Social Movements 11 [Paper Session]
Thursday | 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | BPP-Boylston

Presider: Abraham Walker, CUNY Queens College

- Chile's Social Outburst: The tale of a successful political movement? ..... Jose Guevara Fino, State University of New York at Stony Brook
- Recognition and Disavowal: Political Standing in the Protests of 2020 ..... Emily Brissette, Bridgewater State University; Maggie Noversa, Bridgewater State University
31. Trans and Queer Politics [Paper Session]
Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | BPP-Exeter

Presider: Alexander Perry, University at Albany, SUNY

- Breaking Records and Reinforcing Binaries: Analyzing the Current Socio-Political Context that Informed Anti-Transgender Athlete Participation Legislation
- Comparing College Support for Transgender Athletes: A Content Analysis of Transgender Inclusion Policies
- "Defending the Turf From TERFs: Lesbians Beyond Gender" Cat Connel I, Boston University; Elliot Chudyk, Boston University

32. The Effect of Immigrant Reunification and Integration [Paper Session]
Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | BPP-Georgian

Presider: Jaein Lee, Gettysburg College

- "She looks just like us!": Older Immigrants, Othering, and American Identity
- Diaspora migrant soldiers: What drives Jewish people to volunteer in the Israeli military
- Families Reunited: Central American Minors and the Aftermath of Family Separation
- Immigrant Adolescents’ Stress and Suicidal ideation
- Mexican Integration in Albuquerque and Tucson

33. Crime, Criminalization, and Law Enforcement (3) [Paper Session]
Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | BPP-Statler

Presider: Julia Schoonover, University at Buffalo SUNY

- Is Life Without Parole (LWOP) Inhumane? The View from Death Row
- Mexican Integration in Albuquerque and Tucson
• Monopolizing the Legitimate Private Usage of Force......Ori Swed, Texas Tech University; Eleanor Knutson, Texas Tech University
• Partners in Crime: Criminalized Groups, Prosocial Offenses, and Community Collective Efficacy for Violent Crime Control .....Jon Gordon, Appalachian State University
• The effect of officer- and work-related factors on police attitudes toward the use of force......
• Human Rights Policing: Reimagining Law Enforcement in the 21st Century......Peter Marina, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse

34. Examining Crises, Assessing Learning, and Managing People under the Pandemic
Looking-Glass. [Paper Session]
Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Kazuyo Kubo, Lesley University

• Connecting the Immigrant Rights Movement: How Local Immigrant-Serving Organizations Promote Sanctuary Policymaking Within and Across Municipalities .....Adam Safer, State University of New York at Stony Brook
• Immigrant Integration: Patterns of Black Caribbean-White British Intermarriages and Attitudes about Intermarriage in the United Kingdom. A Mixed Methods Study ......Kenisha White, CUNY Grad Center
• Negotiating belongingness: Lives of migrant families, children, and community engagement in Japan......Kazuyo Kubo, Lesley University
• Religious Minorities in the US and Canada: Divergent Patterns of Political Involvement and Activism ...Prema Kurien, Syracuse University, Sociology Department
• Tenant Associations and Resistance to Gentrification ......Seon Britton, The Graduate Center, CUNY

35. Networks, Health, and Education [Paper Session]
Thursday | 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Ruo-Fan Liu, University of Wisconsin-Madiso

• Envision Opportunity: How Teens Assess College Chances and How Messages Involve in The Transparent System .....Ruo-Fan Liu, University of Wisconsin-Madiso
• Female College Students’ Mental Health in the Pandemic..... Gabriel Rubin, Montclair State University
• Future Projections in Parental Decision Making: A Pragmatic Framework for School Choice .. Esma Alothman, University of Chicago
• GRAPPLING WITH FORTUNA: YOUTH, INDIVIDUALIZATION AND THE SPANISH LABOR MARKET WITHIN A CONTEXT OF CRISIS......Matthew Lee Turnbough, Complutense University of Madrid
36. Racial Epistemological Frames [Paper Session]
Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Aneesa Baboolal, University of Mass - Dartmouth

- Diversity & Exclusion: Islamophobia and Anti-Black Racism on Campus......Aneesa Baboolal, University of Mass - Dartmouth
- Differences in Perceived Discrimination among Honorary Whites and Collective Blacks: The Case of Asian Americans..... Harvey Nicholson, University of Florida; Tianyuan Tang, Suzhou University of Science and Technology
- Explaining the Police Killings of Black People: A Critical Race Approach......Krishanna Prince, University of Delaware
- Social Alienation in Neoliberal Redevelopment of Bronzeville Neighborhood of Chicago... Mingchang Gao, EC Innovations
- Du Boisian Urban Theory Within and Beyond Philadelphia......Peter Kent-Stoll, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

37. Presumed Opportunistic: An Examination of the Personal and Professional Trappings of Public Sociology [Workshop/How to]
Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | BPP-Clarendon

The success of public sociology may come from below, but there are faculty and administrators who are evaluating our (public sociologists’) work and scholarship and deciding if our work warrants tenure, promotion, or counts as legitimate scholarly productivity. Principles of public sociology—such as working collaboratively, establishing non-extractive connections with immediate communities, making work accessible to the public, and using sociology to address inequalities—can be problematic for evaluators who are unfamiliar with Sociology as a discipline and even less familiar with public sociology and for administrators who relationships with local elites who are vested in the status quo. The degree to which our work deviates from established academic norms and challenges the local power elite, I argue renders public sociologists vulnerable to criticism, marginalization, delegitimation.

38. Teaching the Sociology of Climate Change [Workshop/How to]
Thursday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | ONLINE ONLY Workshops

Organizer: Andrew Szasz, University of California, Santa Cruz
Presider: Andrew Szasz, University of California, Santa Cruz

We now understand that climate change is poised to become one of the greatest -- if not THE greatest -- issue for the future viability of global society. Certainly our current cohort of college students understand that; their concern and their fears are palpable and also reflected in opinion poll data. It is regrettable, but true, that we, as a profession, have lagged, have not kept up with the rapid growth of urgency about this threat. Interest in the environment, more generally, is still somewhat of a niche phenomenon in contemporary
Sociology, and climate change garners only a small fraction of the attention that is devoted to society's interactions with nature. Nonetheless, there are signs of increasing interest. Climate is being taught in Intro classes (a bit), in Social Problems classes (maybe a bit more), and in Environmental Sociology classes (even more). One even hears of whole courses devoted to the Sociology of Climate Change. This workshop brings together faculty who already have experience teaching the sociology of climate change and faculty who are interested in doing so in future semesters.

39. Promoting Publicly Engaged Research [Presidential Conversation]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am | BPP-Georgian

Discussants:

- Robert Smith, Baruch College CUNY
- Adam Gamoran, William T. Grant Foundation

40. Covid, Mobility Restrictions and Transnational Life [Presidential Conversation]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am | ONLINE ONLY Presidential Sessions

Discussants:

- Ludger Pries, Ruhr-Universitat Bochum
- Rafael Bohlen, Ruhr-Universitat Bochum

41. Hannah Wohl, Bound by Creativity: How Contemporary Art is Created and Judged (2021) [Author-Meets-Critics]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am | BPP-Arlington

Organizer: Claudio Benzecry, Northwestern University

Discussants:

- Hannah Wohl, University of California at Santa Barbara
- Patricia Banks, Mount Holyoke
- Clayton Childress, University of Toronto
- Alvaro Santana-Acuna, Whitman College

42. Discrimination & Inequality 2 [Mini-conference: Health Professions Education]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am | ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Health Professions Education

Organizers: Kelly Underman, Drexel University; Laura Hirshfield, University of Illinois at Chicago; Tania Jenkins, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Gender Inequality in Medicine and Physician Mental Health..... Alyssa Browne, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Hard Stick: African Immigrants and White Supremacy in US Nursing......Chinyere Osuji, University of Maryland - College Park

"Nurses are the girls that bullied you in high school": Explaining the structural causes of horizontal relational aggression in nursing .... Sarah Aadahl, Virginia Tech

Positionality Matters: Differences in Inclusive Attitudes and Behaviors regarding LGBTQ patients among Pre Health Students..... Claudia Geist, University of Utah

Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am | BPP-Exeter

Organizer: Nga Than, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
Presider: Wendy Luttrell, CUNY, Graduate Center

- Consensus Narratives of Fighting Twin Pandemics .... Wendy Luttrell, CUNY, Graduate Center; Nga Than, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center; Jose Jimenez, CUNY Graduate Center
- Parenting Narratives Fighting Twin Pandemics..... Mieasia Edwards, CUNY Graduate Center; William Orellana, CUNY Graduate Center

Discussants:

- August G Smith, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
- Maria Heyaca, CUNY Graduate Center

44. Drawing the Boundaries [Paper Session]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am | BPP-Statler

Presider: Mark Horowitz, Seton Hall University

- "Stop Gatekeeping My Curls!": Facebook Beauty Groups as Sites of Racialization in Digital Space ...Lauren C. Garcia, University of Virginia
- Is Racial Homophily in the Internet Dating Market "Racist"? .... Mark Horowitz, Seton Hall University
- It's Funny Because It's True: The Transmission of Explicit and Implicit Racism in Internet Memes ... Tabitha Fairchild, University of Oregon
- Latinx Subgroups and a Shifting Racial Landscape: Racialization in the News Media ..... Tsveta Dobreva, SUNY Albany
- Constructing "Puertorriquefiidad" in the North and South: Race, Place, and Puerto Rican Identity Formation ... Vivien Liebler, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Janelle Viera, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
- Afghan-Khariji: The Internalization of Racialized Colonial Difference among Young Kabuli Literati... Syeda Masood, Brown University
45. Conducting Qualitative Research during the Pandemic: New Findings, Questions, and Challenges [Paper Session]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am  ONLINE ONLY

Organizer: Sharon Cornelissen, Harvard University

- Shifting Problems, Shifting Solutions: Local Food Provision during the Pandemic..... Leah E. Gose, Harvard University
- Findings and Reflections from Brockton, MA: Homebuyer Displacement, a Changing Metropolitan Fringe, and Brokering Access During COVID-19 .... Sharon Cornelissen, Harvard University
- Archives Lost: Re/writing the First Book during COVID .... A.K.M. Skarpelis, University of Basel
- The Flexibility and Constraints of Ethnographic Fieldwork During a Pandemic: Overlapping Crises of Housing and Health .... Marisa Westbrook, University of Colorado

46. Inequalities (1) [Paper Session]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am  ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Allegra Pocinki, Rutgers University- New Brunswick

- "From Helen Keller to the Present": An Analysis of Contemporary Memoirs of Deaf-Blind Women over the Life Course .... Cheryl Najarian Souza, University of Massachusetts-Lowell
- "I ain't supposed to be here": Adaptation and resistance in prison among wrongfully-convicted men .... Janani Umamaheswar, George Mason University
- "We have the same pain inside, whoever you are": How support groups act as framing institutions in mitigating ambiguous loss for women with incarcerated loved ones..... Allegra Pocinki, Rutgers University- New Brunswick

47. Education, Strategies of Adaptation, Resistance, and Recovery [Paper Session]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am  ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Randall Salm, College of Southern Maryland

- Identity and a Life Stage Model for Former Colombia Child Soldiers..... Randall Salm, College of Southern Maryland
- Kids, Covid-19, and Camp: Exploring Perceptions and Outcomes of Summer Camp Attendance During the Covid-19 Pandemic..... Meghan Murphy, Bridgewater State University; Lauren Bent, Regis College
- Navigating the Academic Core: Student Interactions with Faculty & Advisors at a Mobility-Granting University..... Rachel Sullivan, Lakes Region Community College
• *Silence speaks: adult immigrant students’ strategic use of silence in educational research and practice...* Katherine Entigar, University of Toronto

48. Why Popular Music Matters (or should) for Sociologists [Panel]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am | BPP-Boylston

**Organizer:** Philip Kasinitz, CUNY Graduate Center,

**Presider:** Philip Kasinitz, CUNY Graduate Center,

• "*Why BTS and KPop matters to Asian Americans.*"...... Kao Grace, Yale University
• "*Fandango at the Wall vs Fandango Fronterizo: The Disruption of an Immigrant Rights Music Ritual*"....Ruben Hernandez-Leon, UCLA
• "*Outsider/Insiders: The Children of Immigrants Remaking American Culture.*" ......Philip Kasinitz, CUNY Graduate Center,

49. Workshop: How to Access and Use Census Data in Your Research [Workshop/How to]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am | BPP-Berkeley

**Organizer:** Joe Quartullo, U.S. Census Bureau

This hands-on workshop will provide attendees with the tools and techniques to work comfortably with several census data tools, including: data.census.gov, Quickfacts and ACS Profiles. Socio-economic and demographic data from both the 2020 Census and/or the American Community Survey will be featured. Participants will have an opportunity to practice using data and geographies that are meaningful to their individual research priorities. Opportunities to schedule future free presentations, workshops and webinars will be made available to individuals and organizations.

Discussant:
• Joe Quartullo, U.S. Census Bureau;

50. Content Creation for Academics [Workshop/How to]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am | BPP-Clarendon

**Organizer:** Joseph Cohen, CUNY Queens College

**Presider:** Joseph Cohen, CUNY Queens College

This session explores the philosophical questions and practical choices faced by academics in their engagement of the Web 2.0 and social media that is quickly displacing the legacy media upon which our field once relied (print, public lecture). Topics include: - How academics can integrate content creation into their work - Setting goals for your engagement of content creation - Deciding which mix of media platforms is right for you - Triangulating audiences, platforms, and your competencies - Building audiences - Developing work systems, and enlisting students for rewarding educational experiences
Discussant:
• Joseph Cohen, CUNY Queens College;

51. Professional Development: How to Achieve Tenure and Promotion (Organized by the Committee for Gender Equity) [Workshop/How to]
Friday 8:30 am-10:00 am | ONLINE ONLY

Organizer: Beth Montemurro, Penn State University Abingto
This workshop will provide advice on strategies and best practices for construction portfolios in the application for tenure and promotion. Panelists will discuss the common challenges faced while constructing tenure and promotion portfolios as well unique circumstances women may encounter in the application process.

52. Community College Research Funding Opportunities [Presidential Panel]
Friday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | ONLINE ONLY Presidential Sessions

Presider: Sarah Hoiland, CUNY Hostos Community College

Discussants:
• Marci B. Littlefield, CUNY Borough of Manhattan Community College
• Elizabeth Wissinger, CUNY, The Graduate Center and BMCC

53. Max Besbris, Upsold: Real Estate Agents, Prices, and Neighborhood Inequality (2020) [Author-Meets-Critics]
Friday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | BPP-Arlington

Discussants:
• Max Besbris, University of Wisconsin - Madison
• Stefanie Deluca, Johns Hopkins University
• Brian McCabe, Georgetown University
• Lauren Rivera, Northwestern University
• John N.111 Robinson, Princeton University

54. Curricular Concerns [Mini-conference: Health Professions Education]
Friday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Health Professions Education

Organizers: Kelly Underman, Drexel University; Laura Hirshfield, University of Illinois at Chicago; Tania Jenkins, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
• Informal and Hidden Curricula As Drivers of High-Stakes "Exam Mania" Amongst Medical Trainees...Joseph Geraghty, University of Illinois at Chicago

• Faculty Perceptions Towards Teaching Communication Skills in the Virtual Learning Environment...Taranjeet Ahuja, Hofstra University

• Informal Peer Professionalization & Inequality Reproduction in Modern-Day Medical Education....Grace Franklyn, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

• "Do I really not need to prepare for it?": How Test-takers Interpret the "Don't Study" Directive of Situational Judgement Tests.....Alexandra Vinson, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• Not a blank slate: A study of whether and how pre-medical education and individual identity shape medical student perspectives on the social determinants of health.....Macy Marcucci, Virginia Tech

55. Where Should Antiracist Scholars Focus [Talking Shop]
Friday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | BPP-Berkeley

56. Poverty and Inequality in Urban America [Paper Session]
Friday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | BPP-Boylston

Presider: Sarah Payne, University of California - Berkeley

• 'Some College' and Financial Hardship: The Mediating Role of Educational Debt......Sarah Payne, University of California - Berkeley

• Exploratory Study: A Study on Social Capital & Residential Privilege ...Tom Chiang, Rowan University

• It's Harder to Get Into than Harvard: Housing, Informal Rules, and Managing Children's Educational Pathways in a Public Preschool Lottery.....Jeremy Redford, George Mason University

• Protecting the Innocent: Reporting Suspected Child Abuse in the United States......Makayla Cappon, Hartwick College; Ryan Ceresola, Hartwick College

• The Ambiguity of Diversity: How Parents Understand and React to School Desegregation Efforts.... Adam Wilson, CUNY, Graduate Center

57. Transnational Perspectives on Education [Paper Session]
Friday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | BPP-Exeter

Presider: Pei Chen Cheng, SUNY Albany

• (Re)Thinking Eco-Mom: the construction of nature in public discourse around public playgrounds in Taiwan......Pei Chen Cheng, SUNY Albany

• Academic rankings as instruments of accountability: evidence from Brazilian universities .... Andre Felipe Dutra Martins Rocha Elias, University of Sao Paulo

• Oppression and Ethno-Racial Capitalism in German Schools and Institutions.....Tess Snodgrass, UMASS Amherst
• *Schooling, family life, and modernity: Examining the ‘everyday’ experiences of elite adolescence in India*.....Adrienne Atterberry, SUNY New Paltz

• *The complexities of inequality within a context of increased equality: Differentials in the likelihood of receiving financial aid in India*..... Pradeep Choudhury, Jawaharlal Nehru University; Adrienne Atterberry, SUNY New Paltz; Amit Kumar, Jawaharlal Nehru University

58. Cultural Images [Paper Session]
Friday 10:15 am-11:45 am BPP-Statler

**Presider:** Lauren Harvey, Rider University

• *Tracking Anti-Asian Sentiment During COVID-19* .... Evan Stewart, AAMC; Diane Beckman, University of Massachusetts - Bosto

• *Sentiment among Chinese Language Twitter Users and their Response to Hateful Sentiments during the Covid-19 Pandemic* .... Hao Lin, Stony Brook University

• *Black Atlas: White Expectation and the Black Racial Monolith* ..... Lauren Harvey, Rider University


• *What White Western Tourists Want* ..... Annie Hikido, Colby College

Friday 10:15 am-11:45 am ONLINE ONLY

**Organizer:** Isabel Gil Everaert, El Colegio de Mexico

• *Expulsion, deterrence, and waiting: the Mexican style of the U.N. Global Compact for Migration*....Amalia Campos Delgado, Leiden University

• *Local strategies and organized responses to changing mobility dynamics. The case of Cd. Juarez, Mexico* ..... Isabel Gil Everaert, El Colegio de Mexico

• *From Matamoros to Reynosa: The Rise, Dismantling, and Erasure of Refugee Camps at U.S. - Mexico Border* .... Bertha Bermudez, University of Colorado Boulder

• "We live a life like dogs": Separation of migrant families in transit during the pandemic in *Puebla, Mexico* .... Guillermo Yrizar, Ibero Puebla; Audrey Hugdins, Seattle University; Elena Ayala-Hurtado, Harvard University

**Discussant:**

• Angelica Villagrana, Ibero Puebla;

60. Inequalities (2) [Paper Session]
Friday 10:15 am-11:45 am ONLINE ONLY
**Organizer:** Kathleen Bogle, La Salle University

- *Sexual Assault in the Hookup Culture: When Should Bystanders Intervene?* ......Kathleen Bogle, La Salle University
- *Talking about Rape: Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Credibility in Asylum Seekers’ Narratives of Persecution*......Connie Oxford, SUNY Plattsburgh
- *The Impact of Racism and Violence on College-Aged Adults* .....Kevin Ralston, Delaware State University; Kimeu Boynton, Delaware State University

61. **Education, family and identity processes [Paper Session]**

**Friday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | ONLINE ONLY**

**Presider:** Shuyin Liu, UMASS Amherst

- *minority question and identity politics in Nigeria* ...... Ladi Sule, matiniga, National University
- *Salience of Ethnic and National Identities among China’s College-Level Preparatory Education for Ethnic Minorities* .... Yifan Liao, Columbia University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
- *The effects of marriage on one's sense of freedom in Japan and Sweden* ......Kimiko Tanaka, James Madison University; Sojung Lim, Utah State University; Jeonghwa Ho, Ajou University; Miho Iwasawa, National Institute of Population and Social Security Research
- *Women's Education, Intergenerational Co-residence, and Housework Hours in Urban China* ....Shuyin Liu, UMASS Amherst

62. **Racial Capitalism: Convergences between the Local and the Global [Panel]**

**Friday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | BPP-Georgian**

**Organizers:** Anthony Huaqui, University of Massachusetts-Amherst; Pushkala Prasad, Skidmore College
**Presiders:** Anthony Huaqui, University of Massachusetts-Amherst; Pushkala Prasad, Skidmore College;

- *A Pernicious Partnership: The Marriage of Racism and Capitalism in the Global Economy* .. Pushkala Prasad, Skidmore College
- *Shades of Empire: Whiteness and Colorism in the Beauty Industry* ..... Banu Ozkazanc-Pan, Brown University
- *Driving Back the Competition: Taxi Drivers, Local Politics, and Industry Competition in Upstate New York* ..... Anthony Huaqui, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
- *Gendered-Racial Capitalism: Implications for the Global Capitalist Crisis* ......Debadatta Chakraborty, University of Massachusetts -Amherst

**Discussants:**
• Anthony Huaqui, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
• Pushkala Prasad, Skidmore College
• Debadatta Chakraborty, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
• Banu Ozkazanc-Pan, Brown University

63. Memoir as Sociological Analysis and Teaching Tool [Workshop/How to]
Friday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | BPP-Clarendon

Organizer: Danielle Currier, Randolph College
Using two recent memoirs written by sociologists Deb Cohan and Mindy Fried, participants in this session will examine and discuss the many ways memoirs are valuable teaching tools in a variety of Sociology courses, which may include Sociology of Sex/Gender, Family, Intimate Violence, Aging, Qualitative Methods, Work, and more. Both memoirs (Welcome To Whichever We Are, Caring for Red) grapple with issues of complex family histories as they impact broader issues around gendered family dynamics and issues of care. The authors will include a brief presentation about the power of engaging readers through personal life stories framed by a sociological context. Four panelists will discuss ways they have either used or plan to use - one or both books in their courses. Practical suggestions will be given for incorporating memoirs into coursework as well as how to use memoir writing as a learning strategy for students. Participants are encouraged to come with additional examples of using memoir in their teaching.

Discussants:
• Deborah Cohan, University of South Carolina
• Mindy Fried, Arbor Consulting Partners
• Cristina Barman, Central Connecticut State University
• Ashley Barr, State University of New York at Buffalo
• Danielle Currier, Randolph College
• Maria Paino, Oakland University

64. Professional Development: How to Navigate Graduate School (Organized by the Committee for Gender Equity) [Workshop/How to]
Friday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | ONLINE ONLY

Organizer: Simone Kolysh, Hood College
This session features panelists who have survived graduate school as well as those who have nearly done so. Participants will share and discuss strategies for effectively meeting the demands of graduate school, with a focus on academic and procedural issues as well as the social and emotional challenges of graduate student life. The session will also include a discussion of the major hurdles that often arise during graduate school along with suggestions for how to contend with and move past these hurdles.
Discussants:

- Simone Kolysh, Hood College
- Davida Schiffer, University of Connecticut
- Aneesa Baboolal, University of Mass - Dartmouth

65. De-emphasizing Grades in Introduction to Sociology: Sharing a Simple “Choose Your Own Difficulty” design [Workshop/How to]
Friday │ 10:15 am-11:45 am │ ONLINE ONLY Workshops

Organizer: Matthew Manierre, Clarkson University
Pedagogical research has repeatedly found that traditional grading models often get in the way of student's learning. Rather than motivating students, they stifle creativity and risk taking, incentivizing students to simply say whatever they think the professor wants to hear. This is exacerbated by competition between courses that forces students to triage their energy and time, often leading to general education courses like introduction to sociology being low on their list of priorities. This workshop provides a simple and flexible course design that reduces student’s fixation on grades by allowing them to choose their own difficulty and corresponding workload. For example- a "master" difficulty student may need to pass 7 of 8 challenge opportunities throughout the semester, but they'll probably get an "/" in the course. Meanwhile, an "intermediate" difficulty selection means only turning in 5 challenge opportunities, getting a lower grade but freeing the student's time for their other courses without compromising their work in yours by spreading them too thinly. The use of multiple challenge opportunities throughout the semester open doors for creative assignments and opportunities to fill gaps in a textbook or lecture course. For instance: One challenge had students interview their family members about how their gender changed how they were raised. Another let students watch the film "Inside" by Bo Burnham via a Marxist lens, exploring how it articulates a sense of alienation and futurelessness under modern capitalism. Students were even challenged to make a children's story explaining the basics of intersectionality. Each of these challenges is graded on an accepted/not accepted basis, with rewrite opportunities if an assignment is needed. This frees the instructor to provide formative feedback and referrals to other resources because they no longer need to spend energy agonizing over rubrics or justifying why points were removed. Participants will come away with ideas about how to transition their course into a similar model, as well as an awareness of limitations. Course materials such as syllabi, challenge assignments, sample feedback to students, and student feedback on this course model will all be provided for attendees to guide their own decisions.

Friday │ 12:00 pm-1:30 pm │ ONLINE ONLY Presidential Sessions

Presider: Van Tran, The Graduate Center - CUNY
Discussants:

- Steven Vertovec, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity
- Daniel Hiebert, University of British Columbia
- Kasey Zapatka, The Graduate Center - CUNY

Friday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | BPP-Arlington

Organizer: Amaka Okechukwu, George Mason University

Discussants:

- Elizabeth Korver-Glenn, University of New Mexico
- Robin Bartram, Tulane University
- Brandon P. Martinez, CUNY Institute for State & Local Governance
- Emily Tumpson Molina, Brooklyn College - City University of New York
- Amaka Okechukwu, George Mason University

68. Burnout and Well-Being [Mini-conference: Health Professions Education]
Friday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Health Professions Education

Organizers: Kelly Underman, Drexel University; Laura Hirshfield, University of Illinois at Chicago; Tania Jenkins, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

- How a changing healthcare landscape shapes wellbeing in medicine......Tania Jenkins, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
- Expert Debate in Burnout Research......Kelly Underman, Drexel University
- (In)visible Shame in Medical Education: Affect, Organizational Culture, and Social Control....Penelope Lusk, University of Pennsylvania
- Factors that Impact the We/I-Being of Surgical Residents: A Qualitative Examination ...Brandon Lang, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
- Medical School Guidebooks: How are Medical Students Professionally Socialized into the Wellness Culture of Medicine?.....Grace Franklyn, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

69. Talking Shop: The Illusion of Inclusion: [Talking Shop]
Friday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | BPP-Berkeley

The dialogue will be based on two case studies of youth-serving organizations in the Providence, Rhode Island area. Organization One is a branch of a well-funded national community/recreation center. This branch is running federally funded school-age programs in a majority BIPOC community. This agency has a complicated history with race and is actively
working to rebuild connections and trust in the community, at-large. Organization Two is an extremely small, grassroots non-profit originally founded by undergraduate students from Brown University. It is using a combination of private municipal and state grants, as well as an individual giving program, to fund its academic and leadership programs for majority BIPOC and low-income high school students.

Discussants:

- Princess Garrett, Rhode Island College
- Phyllis Gingerella Wade, Rhode Island College

70. Urban Inequalities [Paper Session]
Friday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm BPP-Boylston

Presider: Taylor Braswell, Northeastern University

- Development Subsidies in the Buffalo Metro: Are we Compounding or Alleviating Urban Inequalities?....Zaque Evans, University at Buffalo
- Gentrification and Displacement in the American Rustbelt: A Qualitative Methods Neighborhood Comparison ......J Coley, State University of New York at Buffalo
- Justice and Public Space in Flushing, New York: Where McDonald's and the Public Library Meet. . Beiyi Hu, CUNY at Graduate Center
- Making Urban Semi-Peripheries: “Primitive” Accumulation and Capital Enclaves in New York City and Dhaka..... Kai Wen Yang, Ithaca College; Mushahid Hussain, Cornell University
- Suburbanization and the spatial politics of electricity in the American south ..... Taylor Braswell, Northeastern University

71. Race, Class, and Education [Paper Session]
Friday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm BPP-Exeter

Presider: Craig Lair, Gettysburg College

- "It worked and you saved my life! Thank you SO much! Now my future is bright" - Insights into the Fake Diploma Market from Customer Reviews..... Craig Lair, Gettysburg College
- Mirrored Equalizer: Boarding, Schooling and Academic Achievement Gap ....Junchao Tang, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor
- Professorial Malaise in the Corporate University. .....Mark Horowitz, Seton Hall University; Anthony Haynor, Seton Hall University
- Stereotype Promise: Racialized Teacher Appraisals of Asian American Academic Achievement.....Keitaro Okura, Yale University
- The Trans Youth Justice Project: A Political Education and Leadership Development Program......Chris Barcelos, University of Massachusetts - Bosto
72. Body and Consumption: beyond race, class and gender [Paper Session]
Friday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm  BPP-Georgian

Organizer: Farha Ternikar, LeMoyne College
Presider: Farha Ternikar, LeMoyne College

- The limits of commodification: culinary tourism, race, and access .... Alice Julier, Chatham University
- Title: Sustaining the Crown: Black Women's Hair Rituals as Preservation of Self and Culture ... Jasmine Pope, AAMC
- "When Modesty Meets Aesthetic Labor: Policing Muslimah Modesty and Aesthetic Labor in the Digitally Mediated Modest Fashion Industry" .... inaash islam, saint michaels
- Beyond modest fashion  Farha Ternikar, LeMoyne College..... Farha Ternikar, LeMoyne College

Discussant:
- Farha Ternikar, LeMoyne College;

73. How We Learn to be Racist [Paper Session]
Friday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm  BPP-Statler

Presider: Matthew Alemu, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- Lighter Skin, Whiter Wealth: Race, Wealth, and Skin Tone ..... Alexander Adames, University of Pennsylvania
- Occupational Niches as Ethnic Capital....Brenda Gambol, University of Texas at Dallas
- Rooted and Re-routed: Inter-Generational Transmissions of Antiblackness in the Indo-Caribbean Community in New York City.....Cristine Khan, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
- Do Honorary Whites or Collective Blacks Perceive More Discrimination? ..... 
- Beyond Moynihan and the Culture of Poverty: Understanding the Cultural Influence of Family-of-Origin on the Minds of Marginalized Black Men.... Matthew Alemu, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor
- The Pressure to be Perfect: How the Asian-American Identity Shapes Body Image and Disordered Eating......

74. Measuring diversity, equity, and inclusion: Critical reflections on data-driven solutions to disparities and inequities in health and welfare [Paper Session]
Friday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm  ONLINE ONLY

Organizer: Cal Garrett, University of Illinois at Chicago
• The Expertise of Crisis: Jurisdictional Conflicts in School Reopening and Police Reform Debates.....Zachary Griffen, University of California at Los Angeles
• End the Backlog: Carceral Feminisms and the Expansion of Bio/Surveillance .....Sangeetha Ravichandran, University of Illinois at Chicago
• The Data Fix: Quantifying structural racism during COVID and beyond .....Claire Decoteau, University of Illinois at Chicago; Cal Garrett, University of Illinois at Chicago
• The Data Fixation of Diabetes: The Carlos Slim Foundation's Index of Quality Care Amid Mexico's Epidemic of Chronic Disease .....Emily Vasquez, University of Illinois at Chicago

Discussant:
• Cal Garrett, University of Illinois at Chicago;

75. Class, networks, and inequality [Paper Session]
Friday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Christopher Salvatore, Montclair State University

• A Cartagena without cartageneros: Urban Displacement and the Rise of Tourism in Cartagena de Indias .....Michael Stephens, Binghamton University
• Job Satisfaction Among Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Workers: Survey Based Evidence from the United States .....Christopher Salvatore, Montclair State University; Travis Taniguchi, The National Police Foundation
• Undocumented Immigrant College Students’ Strategies in Forming Social Capital at Predominantly White University .....Jaein Lee, Harvard University

76. Contested Oppressions [Paper Session]
Friday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Brooke Harrington, Dartmouth College

• Professional Action in Global Fields: The Rise of Offshore Finance .....Brooke Harrington, Dartmouth College; Leonard Seabrooke, Copenhagen Business School
• On Armenian American Racialization .....Haley Zovickian, Columbia University
• Unfreedom: Forced Captivity of Black New Jerseyans in the Post-Emancipation North .....Melissa Weiner, College of the Holy Cross
• Racial Inequality in the Anglophone Caribbean: Comparing the Cases of Jamaica and Trinidad & Tobago .....Monique Kelly, AAMC
• Dynamic Racial Triangulation .....Raj Ghoshal, Elon University; S. Michael Gaddis, University of California at Los Angeles

77. Pedagogy Development: Teaching as Women and Trans Folks (Organized by the Committee for Gender Equity) [Panel]
Friday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm ONLINE ONLY
Organizers: Simone Kolysh, Hood College; Ethan Levine, Stockton University

Discussants:

- Ethan Levine, Stockton University
- Simone Kolysh, Hood College
- Davida Schiffer, University of Connecticut
- Atticus Wolfe, University of South Carolina

78. How AKD Can Energize Your Department [Workshop/How to]
Friday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | BPP-Clarendon

Organizer: Jeffrey Chin, Le Mayne College
Do you have a chapter of Alpha Kappa Delta (the international honor society for sociology) at your institution? If not, come to this session to find out how to open a chapter. It's easy! Do you already have a chapter but were wondering how AKO can help get your students excited about sociology? We have a list of activities that our award-winning chapters (AKO Chapter of the Year) have performed.

79. Getting Real in the Classroom [Workshop/How to]
Friday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | ONLINE ONLY Workshops

Organizer: Cherise Harris, Connecticut College
Instructors sometimes struggle with making sociological material real and relevant to their students’ interests and lives. The panelists for this session are all contributors to the new editions of Getting Real About Race (3rd edition) and/or Getting Real About Inequality (1st edition), published by SAGE. In this session, panelists discuss how they (1) reach students with timely topics, (2) navigate controversial topics in the classroom, and (3) devise exercises designed to extend course material to students’ everyday lives. This will be an interactive session where we will invite the audience to share how they implement similar pedagogical strategies in their own classrooms.

Discussants:

- Jennifer Rudolph, Connecticut College
- Julia Flagg, Connecticut College

80. Racial Discrimination During the COVID-19 Pandemic [Presidential Conversation]
Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | BPP-Georgian

Presider: Tiffany Huang, Columbia University

Discussants:
• Meera Choi, Yale University
• Hannah Tessler, Yale University
• Kao Grace, Yale University
• Yao Lu, Columbia University
• Van Tran, The Graduate Center - CUNY

Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm I BPP-Arlington

Organizer: Jonathan Wynn, University of Massachusetts Amherst
Presider: Vanessa Rosa, Mount Holyoke

Discussants:
• Teresa Gonzales, University of Massachusetts Lowell
• Japonica Brown-Saracino, Boston University
• Jeremy Levine, University of Michigan
• Angela Simms, Barnard College, Columbia University

82. COVID-19 [Mini-conference: Health Professions Education]
Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm I ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Health Professions Education

Organizers: Kelly Underman, Drexel University; Laura Hirshfield, University of Illinois at Chicago; Tania Jenkins, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

• Medical supply chains, resource shortages, and the development of new clinical experience....Alexandra Brewer, Wake Forest University
• Health Worker Trainee Protests in the COVID-19 Era.....Sorcha Brophy, Columbia University
• A Sense of Responsibility: Bodies and Technologies in Medical Practice During the COVID-19 Pandemic...Ariel Ducey, University of Calgary
• Newsmedia Narratives of Healthcare Worker Burnout During COVID-19 ..... Kelly Underman, Drexel University
• Embracing Ambiguity: How Health Professional Students Learn to Balance Standards and Ambiguity during the COVID-19 Pandemic......Katherine Tuangco, Rutgers University - New Brunswick

83. Parenthood [Mini-conference: Reproduction]
Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm I ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Reproduction

Organizers: Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst; Lauren Diamond-Brown, SUNY at Potsdam;
Lauren Jade Martin, Penn State University- Berks; Kathleen Slauson-Blevins, Old Dominion University

- Reproductive Regret: Challenging the Motherhood Ideal.....Shoshanna Ehrlich, University of Massachusetts - Bosto; Alesha Doan, University of Kansas
- Exploring the mothering priorities and practices of formerly-incarcerated women.....Arden Richards-Karamarkovich, George Mason University; Janani Umamaheswar, George Mason University
- Forced Layoff or Voluntary Leave? The Gender Disparity in Job Loss during the Pandemic among Married Couples with Young Children .....Shichao Du, SUNY at Albany.; In Choi, SUNY Albany
- Socioeconomic variation in child care time of non-employed mothers in the U.S .....Sanjiv Gupta, University of Massachusetts -Amherst; Liana Sayer, University of Maryland; Jessica Pearlman, UMASS Amherst

84. Beyond Halal and Hijab: A Discussion on Gender, Consumption and Tik Tok

[Conversations with/about]

Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | BPP-Berkeley

Organizer: Rebecca Plante, Ithaca College
Presider: Rebecca Plante, Ithaca College

Discussants:

- Farha Ternikar, LeMoyne College
- inaash islam, saint michaels
- Rachel Schwartz, St Joseph's College

85. Youth, education and gender [Paper Session]

Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | BPP-Exeter

Presider: Cecile Van de Velde, University of Montreal - UdeM

- "Home Is Where I Stand": A Comparative Study of Cosmopolitanism and Nationalism Among Chinese Students at Home and Abroad ..... Weirong Guo, Emory University
- A Gendered (r)Evolution: Intergenerational Educational Attainment among Children of Immigrants Across the 20th Century ..... Kendal Lowrey, Penn State University
- Dating and Forming Romantic Relationships in College During COVID-19 ..... Arielle Kuperberg, UNC Greensboro
- Silent Angers. Exploring Narratives of Injustice and Hope among Contemporary Youth... Cecile Van de Velde, University of Montreal - UdeM
- The Influence of Media Narratives and Internet Culture on Students' Perceptions of Campus Politics...Julia Goldman-Hasbun, UBC
86. White Privilege or Supremacy? [Paper Session]
Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | BPP-Statler

Presider: Jason Torkelson, University of Minnesota

- "What a wonderful situation we have here with so few black people": White Power and Profit in Northern Integration Efforts.....Ashleigh Cartwright, University of Pennsylvania
- "Sharks in the Korean Wave: White Supremacy and Anti-Blackness in Korean Dramas"...Chinyere Osuji, University of Maryland - College Park
- A European Dilemma: Racism and The Politics of Memory in Postwar Europe......jacob boersema, New York University
- (Studying) Whiteness in Contemporary America: Trends, Dangers, and Emerging Focal Points... Jason Torkelson, University of Minnesota; Douglas Hartmann, University of Minnesota
- John Brown and the Limits of Whiteness .....Zachary Fox, Brandeis University

87. Culture and Inequality [Paper Session]
Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Blake Silver, George Mason University

- Managing Labor Market Uncertainty in College: The Impact of Personal, Family, and Institutional Resources.....Blake Silver, George Mason University
- Striver's Capital in the Creative Underclass......Geoff Harkness, Rhode Island College
- STUDENT, WORKER, OR IN-BETWEEN? THE ROLE OF RELATIONAL WORK IN SHAPING GRADUATE STUDENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF WORK IN THE U.S. AND TURKEY......Elif Birced, Boston University

88. In or Out: Immigrant belonging and integration into the City [Paper Session]
Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Bernadette Ludwig, Wagner College

- 'A Waste of Time" or "Great, educational, and meaningful." An assessment of experiential learning on students' views .... Bernadette Ludwig, Wagner College; Connie Campbell, Wagner College
- Cybersecurity Training in Organizations: Managing the Human Capital Challenge..... Yuying Shen, Norfolk State University; Carlene Turner, Norfolk State University; Claude Turner, AAMC
- Recovering Medical Tourism During COVID-19: States, Science, and Nation-Branding in Pandemic Times.... Reya Farber, College of William and Mary; Abigail Taylor, College of
William and Mary

- Under the Pandemic Looking-Glass: Carework in Remote Teaching & Community College Student Precarity During Covid-19 .... Paoyi Huang, Borough of Manhattan Community College; Robin G. Isserles, Borough of Manhattan Community College

89. Agriculture, Identities and Neoliberalism: The Ongoing Farmers Movement in India [Panel]
Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Organizers: Diditi Mitra, Brookdale Community College; Shruti Devgan, Bowdoin College

- Who is a Farmer? Interrogating Transformations along Axis of Class and Gender in Agrarian Structures in India..... Sejuti Das Gupta, Michigan State University
- Farmers Protests: Re-making of Farmers’ Identity in Northern India..... Satendra Kumar, G. B. Pant Social Science Institute, Prayagraj, University of Allahabad
- At the Confluence of Past and Future: Market Reform in Agriculture - Who Benefits? ... Bedabrata Pain, Documentary Filmmaker

Discussant:
- Immanuel Ness, Brooklyn College;

90. Public Sociology How To: How do we build a rural health research collaborative? [Workshop/How to]
Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | BPP-Clarendon

Organizers: Katherine Darling, University of Maine at Augusta; Joseph Spiller, University of Maine; Oliver Jones, University of Maine

In this public sociology How-To Workshop we share challenges of building multidisciplinary research communities to address systemic health inequalities. At Downeast Health Research Collaborative, we are a multidisciplinary team of researchers working to assess and address health inequalities in Maine's Downeast region, through community-engaged research, policy recommendations, and leveraging deep community ties to open up communication and collaboration between healthcare systems, community based organizations, citizens and providers. This session will focus on DHRC’s aspirations and practices for robust community engagement in research practices and the trouble spots encountered in the process.

91. Marginalized Academics in Administrative Roles (Organized by the Committee for Gender Equity) [Workshop/How to]
Friday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Organizers: Joanne Ardovini, Metropolitan College of New York; Dana Hysock Witham,
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

**Presider:** Joanne Ardovini, Metropolitan College of New York

This workshop will focus on challenges & strategies faced by women, POC, and LGBTQ academics when entering and thriving in administrative & leadership positions. Panelists will discuss the unique circumstances marginalized academics encounter when heading departments, taking up dean roles and managing others.

92. **The Impact on Diversity Attitudes and Practices of White People without Migration Background Living in Majority Minority Communities [Presidential Conversation]**

**Friday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | ONLINE ONLY Presidential Sessions**

**Presider:** Nancy Foner, CUNY, The Graduate Center and Hunter College

**Discussants:**
- Philip Kasinitz, CUNY Graduate Center,
- Maurice Crul, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

93. **Ernesto Castaneda, Building Walls: Excluding Latin People in the United States (2021) [Author-Meets-Critics]**

**Friday | 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | BPP-Arlington**

**Organizer:** Joan Maya Mazelis, Rutgers University - Camden

**Discussants:**
- Ernesto Castaneda, American University
- Angela S. Garda, University of Chicago
- Ana Villareal, Boston University
- Hugo Ceron-Anaya, Lehigh University
- Victor Ray, University of Iowa

94. **New Experts and Expertise [Mini-conference: Health Professions Education]**

**Friday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Health Professions Education**

**Organizers:** Kelly Underman, Drexel University; Laura Hirshfield, University of Illinois at Chicago; Tania Jenkins, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

- *The Use of Patient-Centered versus Disease-Centered Language in Media from National Cancer Institute-designated Comprehensive Cancer Centers.* Santiago Avila, University of Chicago
• "In Organized Chaos:" Theorizing Continuity During Transitions in Care .... Guillermina Altomonte, New York University
• Insta-Therapy: The Convergence of Mental Health Care and Social Media......Hana Gebremariam, Temple University
• Cared for by Foreigners: IMGs Navigating their Role in the U.S. versus Swedish Physician Shortfa/I ...Selma Hedlund, Boston University

95. Pregnancy  [Mini-conference: Reproduction]
Friday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm I ONLINE ONLY Mini-conference: Reproduction

Organizers: Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst; Lauren Diamond-Brown, SUNY at Potsdam; Lauren Jade Martin, Penn State University - Berks; Kathleen Slauson-Blevins, Old Dominion University

• Pregnancy during the pandemic: Experiences of Latina women at the U.S.-Mexico border......Pamela Neumann, Texas A&M  International University
• Who Receives Support during Pregnancy? Disparities in Social Support by Intendedness.... Lauren Newmyer, Penn State University
• Pleasure, Anxiety or Comfort: Examining the Choices and Use of Apps among AMA Pregnant Women in Urban China.....Yiyan Huang, Nanjing Medical University; Qiu Jifang, Nanjing Medical University
• The long arm of pregnancy: maternal health and health later in life..... Ailish Burns, Brown University

96. Hate speech online and Racial Inequality [Talking Shop]
Friday I 3:30 pm-5:00 pm I BPP-Berkeley

Discussant:
• Hao Lin, Stony Brook University;

97. Talking Shop: Professions and Professionals, from Disruption to Transformation [Talking Shop]
Friday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm I ONLINE ONLY Workshops

Organizers: Brooke Harrington, Dartmouth College; Leonard Seabrooke, Copenhagen Business School
From the era of Auguste Comte's early 19th century work on engineers, Sociology has been the disciplinary hub of research on professions and professionals. This session is for the diverse group of scholars and practitioners who have continued this work into the 21st century. The session will elicit diverse visions of the big questions in our field, as well as the practical challenges we face: such as bridging professions research across specialty silos (e.g., from medical sociology to economic sociology), obtaining research funding, and getting
published. The goal of the session will be to share useful information and inspire collaborations or new research directions by bringing together a variety perspectives-including domestic and international, and from allied disciplines outside Sociology.

98. Struggles for Equality through Memory and Education [Paper Session]
Friday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm  I  BPP-Exeter

Presider: William Lugo, Eastern Connecticut State University

- Antiracism in Criminal Justice Higher Education.....William Lugo, Eastern Connecticut State University
- For a (Critical Race) Sociology of History .....Camille Petersen, Northeastern University
- Nostalgic Colorblindness and Projective Anti-Racism: Divergent Racial Schema in White Residents of the United States and Canada ..... Derek Robey, Harvard University
- Planned Obsolescence as Emancipatory De-commemoration: Breaking with the past to fight for the present and future.....Tracy Adams, Yale University

Friday  I  3:30 pm-5:00 pm  I  BPP-Georgian

Presider: Bartholomew Konechni, Sciences Po

- Gang Life in Boston's "Little Caba Verde": An qualitative study of the street culture in the Boston's Cape Verdean Corridor .....Isaac Yablo, University of Massachusetts - Bosto
- How do schools in 'rough' localities perform? Evidence from a developing country ..... Mobarak Hossain, University of Oxford
- Mr. Ang's Neighbourhood Patrol. Coping With State Failure in a Superdiverse Parisian Banlieue .. Linda Haapajarvi, Ecole des hautes etudes en sciences sociales; Bartholomew Konechni, Sciences Po
- Turning Left: Intersections in the Inner City .....Gina Maggi, Virginia Commonwealth University

100. Oppositional Consciousness [Paper Session]
Friday  I  3:30 pm-5:00 pm  I  BPP-Statler

Presider: Shaonta Allen, Dartmouth College

- The Effects of White Congregations on Perceptions of Racial Discrimination .....Brandon Martinez, Providence College; Joshua C. Tom, Seattle Pacific University
- Representational Identity Among Queer Asian Men .....C. Winter Han, Middlebury College
• "So You Want to Talk about Race": Role of Racial Heteronormative Habitus in Black Female/White Male Couples’ Conversations about Race .....Marya Mtshali, Harvard Kennedy School
• "Teef,ng" Time: When Black Youth’s ‘Time Use’ becomes Time Thcft.......Rahsaan Mahadeo, Providence College
• The Past, Present, and Future of Oppositional Consciousness: How Black Millennials Reclaim and Reject “Woke” Politics.....Shaonta Allen, Dartmouth College

101. Climate and Environmental Justice [Paper Session]
Friday | 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Helene Langlamet, University of Pennsylvania

• A Climate Change Module for Introduction to Sociology Classes......Andrew Szasz, University of California, Santa Cruz
• Charismatic Creatures: What Fat Grizzly Bears Can Teach Sociology and Conservation about Charisma... Clayton Fordahl, University of Memphis
• Environmental Justice and Participation: NOAA Fisheries Data Availability and Analysis for Local Communities.... Steve Jacob, York College of PA; Lisa Colburn, NOAA Fisheries; Michael Jepson, AAMC; Changhua Weng, NOAA Fisheries
• Making the Case for Case Studies of Strategic Sites: How Southwestern Pennsylvania Constitutes a “Paradigmatic Case” of how the Fossil Fuel Industry Uses Communication to Protect its Bottom Line.....Helene Langlamet, AAMC
• Occasional Environmentalism: Rethinking Transformatory Politics in Environmental Civics .. Diana Minyte, City University of New York; Aiste Bartkiene, Vilnius University; Renata Bikauskaite, Vilnius University
• The Asymmetric Effects of Fossil Fuel Dependency on the Carbon Intensity of We/I-Being: A U.S. State-Level Analysis, 1999-2017 ......Ryan Thombs, Boston College

102. Criminology and law enforcement [Paper Session]
Friday | 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | ONLINE ONLY

Presider: Meghan Mills, Birmingham-Southern College

• Applying Routine Activity Theory: A Case Study of the Sonya Farak Drug Scandal .....Nicole Shoenberger, Loyola University Maryland
• Disability, Distress, and Substance Use Disorder .....Meghan Mills, Birmingham-Southern College
• Executed prisoners as victims of botched lethal injections......Julie Yingling, Lycoming College
• Lone Actor Violence in the Hyper-Neoliberal Age: Thymos, Identity, and Social Structure.... Fernando Perez, Barry University; Luigi Esposito, Barry University
103. Engaging State Legislatures as a Sociologist and Researcher [Workshop/How to]  
Friday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm  BPP-Clarendon

Organizers: Meghan Kallman, Umass Boston; Jonathon Acosta, Brown University
This session proposes to move beyond the introductory trainings on giving legislative testimony, to talk more specifically about mobilizing sociological insights in long-term political organizing. Led by two current Rhode Island state senators who are also sociologists, the session will offer unique insights into legislative organizing from both the research perspective, and the perspective of legislators themselves.

104. Online Group [Undergraduate Poster Session]  
Friday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm  ONLINE ONLY

- Patterns of Espionage: The Differences In Gender, Sociological Characteristics, and Motivations Behind One of America's Most Notorious Crimes.... Grace-Ann Porpeglia, Hartwick College
- "Invisible and Uncounted: Health Care Access the Intersection of Race and Citizenship"  ... Kishauna Givans, Queens College CUNY
- The Ethicality of Executions in America.... Sophia Ferrara, Quinnipiac University

Saturday 8:30 am-10:00 am  UMB-1100

Presider: Margaret Vitullo, American Sociological Assoc.

106. Wendy Luttrell, Children Framing Childhoods: Working-class Kids' Visions of Care (2020) [Author-Meets-Critics]  
Saturday 8:30 am-10:00 am  UMB-2300

Organizer: Susan Bell, Drexel University

Discussants:

- Wendy Luttrell, CUNY, Graduate Center
- Janie Ward, Simmons College
- Karen V. Hansen, Brandeis University
- Sofya Aptekar, CUNY School of Labor and Urban Studies
- Mark R. Warren, University of Massachusetts - Boston

Saturday 8:30 am-10:00 am  UMB-1300
Organizers: Morten G. Ender, United States Military Academy; Ryan Kelty, United States Air Force Academy

Presider: Jessica Dawson, United States Military Academy

- Race and Undergraduates: Civilian and Cadet Comparisons  
  Morten G. Ender, United States Military Academy; Karin DeAngelis, United States Air Force Academy; Ryan Kelty, United States Air Force Academy; David Rohall, Ohio University; Michael D. Mathews, United States Military Academy

- Inequalities in Soldiers’ Well-Being - A Comparison of Empirical Research in the German Armed Forces in 2013, 2016 and 2020 ..... Martin Elbe, Bundeswehr Center for Military History and Social Sciences; Joel Scherzer, Helmut-Schmidt-University/University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg

- Sister Citizen Soldier: How Military Feminists Contest Exclusion through Counterdiscourse ..... Layla E. Picard, University of Virginia

- Preliminary Framework for a Hateful Conduct Research Program in the Canadian Armed Forces ..... Justin Wright, Department of National Defence, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada; Stefan Wolejszo, Department of National Defence, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

- A Gendered Approach to Military Policy: What is it & Why do we need it? ..... Tahina Montoya, Georgetown University; Sam Sliney, Georgetown University

108. Reproductive Policy and Interventions [Mini-conference: Reproduction]
Saturday 8:30 am-10:00 am  
UMB-2120

Organizers: Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst; Lauren Diamond-Brown, SUNY at Potsdam; Lauren Jade Martin, Penn State University- Berks; Kathleen Slauson-Blevins, Old Dominion University

- Abortion Clinic Closures and Youth Outcomes: The Causal Effect of HB2 on Teenage Birth Rates and High School Dropout Rates in Texas ..... Rena Zito, Elon University; Kaylynn Hiller, Elon University


- The Global Gag Rule: Examining the impact of US Aid on Abortion in India ..... Esther Moraes, University of Massachusetts Amherst

- "All methods free": Assessing the strengths and limitations of contraceptive access interventions through the case of Delaware ..... Jamie Manzer, University of Delaware; Ann Bell, University of Delaware

- Legitimate Families: The Role of Technology, Governance, and Socio-Cultural Contexts State in Shaping ART Families in Canada, the UK, and Malta ..... Shannon Conley, James Madison University
Saturday 8:30 am-10:00 am  I  UMB-1290

Presider: Elena Chernyak, Hartwick College

- Context Matters: Violence against Women in Rural Areas .....Elena Chernyak, Hartwick College
- Economic Aspects of Gender Violence: Insights from female domestic workers in Naples, Italy... Valeria Bonatti, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
- Reconciling Intimate Partner Violence as Slow Violence: Prevention and Activism in Argentina and the United States .....Samantha Leonard, Brandeis University
- When Porn Becomes Sex Ed: A Study on Pornography and Child Abuse ..... Sarah Aadahl, Virginia Tech; Gianna Amabile, Virginia Tech; Callen Leahy, Virginia Tech; Jennifer Johnson, Virginia Tech; Chyng Sun, New York University; Matthew Ezzell, James Madison University; Ana Bridges, Arkansas State University

110. Uneven Scales of Justice [Paper Session]
Saturday 8:30 am-10:00 am  I  UMB-2130

Presider: Rahsaan Mahadeo, Providence College

- Petro-capitalist Hegemony in Grit City: How Elites in Tacoma, Washington Co-opted Discourses of Environmental Justice to Defend a Natural Gas Rennery .....Benjamin Levy, Northeastern University
- From #BlackLivesMatter to #DontCallMeMurzyn: Countering Racism/Anti-Blackness in Poland .. Bryan Greene, University of Connecticut at Storrs
- As American as Apple Pie: Law Enforcement, Housing, and Public Education as Systems of Oppression ..... Casi Meyerhoffer, Southern Connecticut State University
- Topic Modeling of #StopAsianHate Discourses in the Wake of Atlanta Shooting ..... Claire Seungeun Lee, University of Massachettes at Lowell
- Talking about it and being it: about Reactions to protest and policing in pandemic times... Corey Fields, Georgetown University; Rahsaan Mahadeo, Providence College
- "The Talk" in Community Context ..... Francisco Vieyra, SUNY Albany

111. Rethinking the family [Paper Session]
Saturday 8:30 am-10:00 am  I  UMB-4170

Presider: Talya Wolf, CUNY at Graduate Center

- Kin and intrafamilial transmission of resources: A case for including kinship networks in family research .. Talya Wolf, CUNY at Graduate Center; Jessica Halliday Hardie, CUNY at
Hunter College
- *Negotiating Unequal Exchange: Relational Work in Cross-Class Sibling Relationships*... Allison Wigen, Boston University
- *Queering Family: Construction of the Chosen Family and Social Support*... Maximillian Calleo, Columbia University
- *Timing, Pathway, and Mechanism: Differences in Marriage Behavior between New and Local Shanghainese born in 1980-1989*... Shichao Du, SUNY at Albany,

112. Public Institutions [Undergraduate Paper Session]
Saturday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-2100

- "Jim Crow Junior": The American Foster Care System and the Legacy of Enslavement for Black Children in Massachusetts and Georgia... Brianna Cummings, College of the Holy Cross
- *Clock-in, Clock-out: Perceptions of Camaraderie Among Military-Veteran Police Officers*... Steve Medeiros, university of Massachusetts Boston
- *Examination of Factors That Influence Adherence to Public Health Guidelines During Coronavirus Pandemic*... Kathryn McLoughlin, Providence College

113. Public Sociology and the Graduate Center of the City University of New York [Presidential Panel]
Saturday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-1100

**Presider:** Lynn Chancer, The Graduate Center - CUNY

- *Crime and Community Safety: The Role of Policy Public Sociology in an Era of Calcified Politics*... Michael Jacobson, CUNY Institute for State and Local Governance
- *From Wrongful Incarceration to Police Violence: Public Sociology Matters*... Edwin Grimsley, The Graduate Center - CUNY
- *Understanding Public Sociology Through the Art of Social Movements*... Kristen L. Miller, CUNY Graduate Center
- *Using Sociology to Fight Hatred and Discrimination in the Non-Profit Sector*... Allison Padilla-Goodman, Anti-Defamation League

Saturday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-2300

**Organizer:** Annette Lareau, University of Pennsylvania

**Discussants:**
- Timothy Black, Case Western Reserve University
- Sky Keyes, Homeless Prenatal Program
- Lynne Haney, New York University
- Rashawn Ray, University of Maryland
- Rosanna Hertz, Wellesley College
- Judith Eckert, University of Duisburg-Essen

Saturday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-1300

Organizers: Morten G. Ender, United States Military Academy; Ryan Kelty, United States Air Force Academy
Presider: Karin DeAngelis, United States Air Force Academy

- Rediscovering Social Dimension of Conscription......Deividas Slekas, Vilnius University
- Armaments Workers and Just-In-Time War-Making: Labor Strikes and the Transformation of Military-Industrial Production, 1942 to 2020 ... Corey R. Payne, Johns Hopkins University
- Monopolizing the Legitimate Private Usage of Force......Ori Swed, Texas Tech University; Eleanor Knutson, Texas Tech University
- Civ-Mil Blended Military Organizations: An Integrative Theoretical Model Linking Micro and Macro Levels......Rick Neimeyer, United States Air Force Academy; Ryan Kelty, United States Air Force Academy

Saturday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-2120

Organizers: Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst; Lauren Diamond-Brown, SUNY at Potsdam; Lauren Jade Martin, Penn State University- Berks; Kathleen Slauson-Blevins, Old Dominion University

- OBGYN Nurses’ Influence on Maternal Health .... Amy Shasanmi, IUPUI
- Realism, Relativisms, and Agnotology: The Limits of Epistemic Flexibility and Political Pluralism in Homebirth Midwifery During COVID-19 .... Liora Goldensher, Virginia Tech
- Resources in the Clinic: Clinicians’ articulations of patient-clients’ reproductive constraints......Heather Jacobson, The University of Texas at Arlington
- Examining Organizations as a means to Fight Inequality and Injustice .....Kelly Vinson, Del Mar College
- Applied Reproductive Research and Advocacy: Rural Perinatal Health ..... Lauren Diamond-Brown, SUNY at Potsdam

117. Attitudinal and Procedural Processes Pertaining to Care, Violence, and Gender Equality [Paper Session]
Saturday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-1290

Presider: Tim Sacco, University of Massachusetts at Amherst
118. Racial Epistemology [Paper Session]
Saturday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-2130

Presider: Austin Ashe, Norfolk State University

- The Color of Goodness: Measuring Racialized Morality......Austin Ashe, Norfolk State University
- Imperial Epistemologies of Ignorance: The Equal Rights Commission in Occupied Hawai’i ...Heidi Nicholls, University of Virginia
- The Perception of White Precarity and Longing for the Wages of Whiteness......Madeleine Straubel!, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Mosi Ifatunji, University of Wisconsin at Madison
- Reputation as Racial Information: Platforms, Reviews and Inequality. .....Mehmet Cansoy, Fairfield University
- Multivalent Oppression and the Radical Right: Examining Dalit Defection to the BJP in Kera/a (India) ...Samantha Agarwal, Johns Hopkins University

119. Sociological Approaches to Lifecourse Analysis [Paper Session]
Saturday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-4170

Presider: Lauren Harris, University of Pennsylvania

- "Why SHOULD I get married?: Understanding Decreasing Marriage Rates in China ...Sampson Lee Blair, University at Buffalo, The State University of New York; Timothy J. Madigan, Mansfield University
- Educational difference in divorce in China .....Kai Feng, University of Pennsylvania
- Sexual Orientation Identity and Authenticity Development Through Young Adulthood.... Alexis Franzese, Elon University; Melissa Sturtz, Elon University
- The influence of mid-life occupation on anticipated age at retirement .....Kristen Tzoc, Boston University
- The Virus Be Damned: Older Adults Seek Romantic Relationships During a Pandemic....Lauren Harris, University of Pennsylvania

120. Race and Multiculturalism [Undergraduate Paper Session]
Saturday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-2100
• Multiculturalism in Crisis: Housing Illness in a PA Mushroom Town.....John Mirsky, Bucknell University
• Skin Color, Education, and Indigenous Identification in Contemporary Mexico.....Samuel Titus, Temple University
• The Racialized Dating Experiences of Asian, Black, and Latine Members of the LGBTQ Community....Evan Gilbert, Boston University

121. The Politics of Empowering Communities Through Data [Presidential Conversation]
Saturday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-1100

Discussants:

• Julie A. Dowling, University of Illinois at Chicago
• Desi Small-Rodriguez, University of California at Los Angeles

122. Kate Henley Averett, The Homeschool Choice: Parents and the Privatization of Education [Author-Meets-Critics]
Saturday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-2300

Organizer: Freeden Blume Oeur, Tufts University

Discussants:

• Kate Henley Averett, University at Albany-SUNY
• Kimberly Goyette, Temple University
• Jessica Halliday Hardie, CUNY at Hunter College
• EMILY KANE, Bates College
• Mahala Stewart, Hamilton College

123. Medicalization [Mini-conference: Reproduction]
Saturday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-2120

Organizers: Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst; Lauren Diamond-Brown, SUNY at Potsdam; Lauren Jade Martin, Penn State University- Berks; Kathleen Slauson-Blevins, Old Dominion University

• Motherhood, morals, and medicalization: Narratives of later abortion for severe fetal anomaly... Sarah Combellick, University of California, Davis; Namrata Mastey, University of California, Davis
• "It's a tool in my toolbox, why not use it?": the (bio)medicalization of hysterectomy .....Andrea Becker, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
• Racial Medicine and the Medicalization of Childbirth in the Colorblind Era: Analytical Literature Review.....Danielle McCarthy, University of Massachusetts at Amherst
The Biomedical Subjectification of Women of Advanced Maternal Age: Reproductive Risk, Privilege, and the Illusion of Control ..... Emily Mann, University of South Carolina

124. Perfecting our Pedagogy [Organized by the Committee on Community Colleges]
Saturday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-2330

- Queering the Introduction to Sociology Course .... Alison Better, CUNY Kingsborough Community College
- Berger, The Three Leakers, and the New Knowledge Cyberclass..... Emanuel Boussios, Nassau Community College
- The Myths of Disney's Myths .... Alia Tyner-Mullings, Stella and Charles Guttman Community College, CUNY

125. Sociology of Culture [Paper Session]
Saturday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-1290

Presider: Sarah Halford, Brandeis University

- Organic Integration: Authenticity and Universality in the Co-Development of Global Film Scripts .... Jun Fang, Colby College
- Cultural Repertoires of Coming Out ..... Evan Stewart, AAMC; Bri Barnes, University of Masssachusetts at Bosto; Samar Ramy, University of Massachusetts - Bosto
- Studying Conspiracy Theorists: Lessons from the Field on the Benefits and Ethics of Ambivalence... Sarah Halford, Brandeis University
- Performing the Prefigurative through Liberatory Embodiment: Minoritarian Performance Art in New York City ..... Kristen L. Miller, CUNY Graduate Center
- Where's the beef? Creative conflicts and imagined relations in the advertising industry ..... Shai Dromi, Harvard University; Andrew Cohen, Yale University

126. Organizing Inequality: The Role of Organizations and Firms in the Politics of Poverty [Paper Session]
Saturday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-1320

Presider: Betsy Leondar-Wright, Lasell College

- Burnout Nonprofit Jobs - Advocacy to Change Philanthropy...... Betsy Leondar-Wright, Lasell College
- Demands of Cybersecurity Protocols for Efficient Employee Performance: The Unequal Space in Organizations .... Mykel Walton, Norfolk State University
- Does silver mean gold for firm age and earnings? The liability of newness and increasing US earnings inequality .... Matt Mendoza, University of Massachusetts Amherst
- The [Organizational] Politics of Poverty: Indirect Governance and Americorps*VISTA. .... Meghan Kallman, Umass Boston; Thalia Viveros-Uehara, umass
127. CompuPower: Empowering Students to Create Community and Build Social Justice Projects through a Culturally Responsive Computing Program [Paper Session]
Saturday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-2110

Organizers: Mia Ong, TERC; Kimberly Scott, Arizona State University

Presider: Mia Ong, TERC

- CompuPower Remix Program: Developing a Culturally Responsive Social System...... Kimberly Scott, Arizona State University
- "Tech" tualizing Culturally Responsive Computing with White Rural Teachers...... Tara Nkrumah, Arizona State University; Kimberly Scott, Arizona State University
- Results of an Independent Rigorous Impact Evaluation of the CompuPower Program ... Margaret Clements, American Institutes for Research
- Counterspaces, Community Outreach, and Computational Skills: Outcomes of a Culturally Responsive High School Program......Mia Ong, TERC; Michael Cassidy, TERC; Sabrina De Los Santos, TERC; Anya Carbonell, TERC

Discussant:
- Enobong (Anna) Branch, Rutgers University;

Saturday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-2130

Presider: Stephen Ruszczyk, Montclair State University

- "It's never crossed my mind": Immigration- and immigrant-related concerns, college students, and the responsibility of the university community .....Genesis Sandoval, Montclair State University; Stephen Ruszczyk, Montclair State University; Crystal Magallon, Montclair State University
- Framework for identification of emergent bilinguals subsequent to home language survey submission ....Leila Rosa, Rhode Island College
- Pervasive Enforcement: Manifestations of Illegality in the Lives of Undocumented Latinx Youth ...Alessandra Bazo Vienrich, Worcester State University
- Psychosocial Manifestations of Precarious Immigrant Legal Status in Undocumented College Hopeful Youth-Turned-Young Adults......Alessandra Bazo Vienrich, Worcester State University; Rosalie Torres Stone, Clark University
- Racializing the Emotional Geographies of Urban School/s ...... August G Smith, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center

129. Class & Labor I [Paper Session]
Saturday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-4160
Presider: Larry Liu, Princeton University

- "Lying Flat" as Resistance?: Informal Economy and the Rise of the Precariat in a Chinese Migrant Community..... Xiaoshuo Hou, Skidmore College
- A Qualitative Investigation on the Labor Market Participation of Highly Skilled Women Immigrants in the United States: Barriers and Strategies..... Yurdum Cokadar, George Washington University
- Bringing the Individual Back In: The influence of identity and passion on highly-skilled labor force entrants' job preferences .... Dominika Randle, Harvard Business School
- The Importance of Cybersecurity Education in Organizations..... Djomeni Djonkam, Norfolk State University

130. Work, Occupation, and Families [Paper Session]
Saturday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-4170

Presider: Floor Fiers, Northwestern University

- Gig Work and the COVID-19 Pandemic .... Floor Fiers, Northwestern University; Eszter Hargittai, University of Zurich
- How Post-pandemic NYC Cooks and Eats: "Ghost" Kitchens, Black Boxes, Work and Heat. ..Jacob Rosette, City University of New York CUNY
- I Don’t Want to be an Unintended Insider Threat.’ Building a Network for Employee-Safe Organization..... Somto Azike, Norfolk State University; Claude Turner, AAMC; Carlene Turner, Norfolk State University
- Working from home and relationship outcomes during the Corona Crisis .... Deniz Yucel, William Paterson University of New Jersey

131. Demystifying the Publishing Process in Teaching Sociology [Workshop/How to]
Saturday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-2100

Organizers: Michele Lee Kozimor, Elizabethtown College; Barbara Prince, Lebanon Valley College

Presider: Michele Lee Kozimor, Elizabethtown College

Are you currently using innovative activities or pedagogy in the classroom? Have you thought about presenting such innovations at conferences or publishing the results of your assessments? Do you want to learn how to contribute to the scholarship of teaching and learning within the discipline of sociology? This workshop, led by the Editor and Deputy Editor of Teaching Sociology, will provide you with information on one key publication outlets for your work: Teaching Sociology (TS). In this workshop, we will discuss the differences in submission types, the materials that are published in TS, highlight the expectations for
submissions, and provide opportunities for attendees to talk to others about their current projects. This workshop will be especially useful for meeting attendees who are presenting original work on pedagogy at the annual meeting.

•

Discussants:

• Michele Lee Kozimor, Elizabethtown College
• Barbara Prince, Lebanon Valley College
• Courtney Metz, Lebanon Valley College
• Cecilia Stoner, Elizabethtown College

132. Group 1 [Undergraduate Poster Session]
Saturday I 12:00 pm-1:30 pm I LIMB-Atrium

• Getting A Foot In The Door: Systemic Gaps in Housing LGBTQ+ Survivors of Intimate Partner Violence ...Delaney Dunn, Arcadia University
• Socio-cultural Norms and other factors perpetrating Liberian women vulnerability to sexual victimization......
• A Reflection on Palliative Care .....Brandon Lang, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
• Comparing Mortality Rates and Life Expectancy Between Alaska and the U.S......Jose Perez, Bloomsburg University of PA
• Crime vs Poverty. .....Jayden Allen, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
• Death Penalty and Its Effect on Violent Crime Rates .....Alexander Huff, Bloomsburg University
• Do men/women think that women should be able to continue having legal abortions or not?....Kaylin Fetterolf, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
• Effects from Previous Incarceration...... Dana Grigsby, Bloomsburg University of PA
• Financial Satisfaction as a Mediating Variable Between Social Class and Optimism......Ryan Osgood, Bloomsburg University of PA
• Mental Health Issues (PTSD) in Combat and Noncombat Veterans......Zebediah Sellers, Bloomsburg University of PA
• Political Views and Race Determining Parenting Style .....Kamryn Kropinski, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
• Aversive Racism in Nursing: A Student's Perspective .....Cianna Giordano, AAMC; Brandon Lang, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
• Low-Income Housing: History, Impacts, and Marketability for the American Dream ......Aianne Rockwood, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
• The Challenges Faced by Incarcerated Trans People: New Directions in Prison Housing ... Alianne Rockwood, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania; Brandon Lang, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
• A Gendered Analysis of the Influence Harassment and Income has on Mental Health.... Dezrene Thompson, Central Connecticut State University
• Does Educational Attainment Influence Attitudes and Behaviors Concerning the Environment? ...Kelsey Gaylord, Central Connecticut State University
• Breaking Barriers: Exploring the impact labels have on people who are incarcerated ...Brianea Bernal, Chapman University
• Dress Coding Latinidad: Color-Blind Sexism in School Dress Code Policies..... Marisa Quezada, chapman university
• The Sociology of Fairy Tales: False Female Empowerment in Patriarchal Storytelling ... Isabella Wyman, Chapman University
• Infected with Information: Internet Access and the Spread of COVID-19 in U.S. Counties... Spencer Allen, Dartmouth College

133. Younger Scholars Doing Public Sociology [Presidential Panel]
Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm  UMB-1100

Discussants:

• Patricia Fernandez Kelly, Princeton University
• Andres Besserer Rayas, Baruch College CUNY
• Oscar Gil, SUNY at Buffalo
• Isabel Gil Everaert, El Colegio de Mexico

Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm  UMB-2300

Organizer: Angela S. Garda, University of Chicago

Discussants:

• Jane Lopez, Brigham Young University
• Ernesto Castaneda, American University
• Katharine Donato, Georgetown University
• Tiffany Joseph, Northeastern University
• Helen Marrow, Tufts University

Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm  UMB-1300

Organizers: Morten G. Ender, United States Military Academy; Ryan Kelty, United States Air Force Academy
Presider: Ryan Kelty, United States Air Force Academy

• Migration patterns of military veterans after service: Cultural, institutional, and historical explanations (1970-2020).....Michael Lotspeich-Yadao, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign

- *Are We Allowed to Win This Time: Warriors, the American Military, and the Emergence of Anti-Government Patriotism.....* Jessica Dawson, United States Military Academy
- *The COVID-19 pandemic and military veteran mental health: Findings from Wave 6 of the Baylor Religion Survey.....* Amanda McGowan, Baylor University; Michael Lotspeich-Yadao, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
- *Supporting our Veterans: Challenges Faced and Best Practices Utilized by Veteran Service Officers in Massachusetts.....* Ana Alejandro, university of massachusetts boston; Thomas Miller, university of massachusetts boston; Benjamin Nguyen, university of massachusetts boston; Steve Medeiros, university of Massachusetts Boston; Abishek Jain, university of massachusetts boston

136. Fertility and Infertility [Mini-conference: Reproduction]
Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | UMB-2120

Organizers: Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst; Lauren Diamond-Brown, SUNY at Potsdam; Lauren Jade Martin, Penn State University- Berks; Kathleen Slauson-Blevins, Old Dominion University

- *‘Now that I can’t have them, I want double’: Infertility’s Role in Shaping Fertility Intentions and Desires ...* Emalie Rell, University of Delaware
- *Motivated Reasoning and Perceived Subfecundity among Latina College Students.....* Arthur Greil, Alfred university
- *Where the ART Clinics Are (Not): A Sociodemographic Multilevel Analysis of U.S. ART Clinics....* Katherine Tierney, Western Michigan University
- *Infertility: still a largely uncovered and undertreated disease .....* Maansi Manoj, University of California at San Diego
- *Revisiting Meta-mechanisms in Fundamental Cause Theory: The Case of Disparities in Infertility...* Arthur Greil, Alfred university

137. Reflecting on Diversity [Organized by the Committee on Community Colleges]
Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | UMB-2330

- *‘It’s a gift. and a curse:’* How Covid Reframed our Understanding of Disability as an Intersectional Identity... Tanya Cook, Community College of Aurora
- *Does Antiracism Work? A Qualitative Examination of Antiracism Organizations and Their Impact on Policy....* Trevor B. Milton, CUNY Queensborough Community College
- *Reimagining the Community College as a Mindful Space in the Current Socio-Political Context. ..* Amy Pucino, Community College of Baltimore County; Marlon Blake, St. Thomas University; Stephanie Briggs, Community College of Baltimore County

138. Culture & Media [Paper Session]
Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | UMB-1290
Presider: Marcus Aldredge, Iona College

- Platform Authority: Professional Interventions in the Digital Public Sphere.....Shira Zilberstein, Harvard University
- Citizen Critics Online: Lost in the Story or Lost in Translation? .... Markella Rutherford, Wellesley College; Peggy Levitt, Wellesley College
- Cultural Blind Spots as Barriers to the Sociological Imagination: Student Perceptions of Police Abuse and Opioid Overdoses ..... Kathleen Miller, D'Youville; Yvonne Downes, Hilbert College
- Insights from David Riesman on Indignation and an American Double Bind in the Political Mediascape...Marcus Aldredge, Iona College
- The Reception of Korean Popular Culture in the United States.....Dae Young Kim, George Mason University

139. An Examination of Coping, Devaluation, and Poverty [Paper Session]
Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm I UMB-1320

Presider: Craig Lair, Gettysburg College

- On the Temporal Aspects of the Minimum Wage’s Devaluation..... Craig Lair, Gettysburg College
- Poverty and Intersecting Inequalities: A Preliminary Analysis of Community Action Agency Websites ...EMILY KANE, Bates College
- Spending Social Capital: examining the power of relationships and inequality at an education nonpront. ..Leah Glass, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
- Take Me Home: How Poor Families Cope with Housing Insecurity..... Guy Feldman, Tel Aviv University

140. Race and Social Class [Paper Session]
Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm I UMB-2130

Presider: Alex Briesacher, Worcester State University

- How Readest Thou Du Bois? Translation, Interpretation, and Application Across Intellectual Generations .. Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, Colby College
- Policy Change and the Maintenance of Whiteness .....Alex Briesacher, Worcester State University; Thomas Conroy, Worcester State University; Kirby Wycoff, Thomas Jefferson University
- Teaching Race Equity at a Predominantly White Institution .....Victoria Gonzalez, Lycoming College
- Un-seeing poverty: the historical roots of poverty governance in American child welfare ......Matty Lichtenstein, Brown University
• When Whites Agree to Integrate: The Racial Politics of a School Consolidation in an Unequal City...MAXIMILIAN CUDDY, University of Illinois at Chicago

141. Class & Labor II [Paper Session]
Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | UMB-4160

Presider: Lauren Crosser, Brandeis University

• Race and Class in the Antebellum South: The Case of Poor Southern Whites......Lauren Crosser, Brandeis University
• Rejecting the Finance, Consulting and Tech Funnel: The Case for Strengthening Public Service ... Jonathan Jacob, Heller School/ Brandeis University
• The Impact of Government Transfers on Labor Supply in Anglo-American Welfare States .... Max Feld, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
• Triggering Organizing Success: Rethinking the Success of SEIU’s Justice for Janitors Campaigns ... Stuart Eimer, Widener University

142. Care work [Paper Session]
Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | UMB-4170

Presider: Amy Armenia, Rollins College

• I Don't Want to Date a Grandmother: The Gendered Impacts of Performing Carework on the Dating Lives of Older Adults .... Lauren Harris, University of Pennsylvania
• Parental Work Arrangements and External Shocks: How a Global Health Crisis Challenges Infrastructures of Care ..... Emily Curran, Rollins College; Amy Armenia, Rollins College
• Sisters and Brothers across Welfare Regimes: Assessing the Variation in Gender Gaps in Eldercare across Europe ..... Natalia Sarkisian, Boston College; Naomi Gerstel, University of Mass at Amherst
• The Extreme Challenge of Child Care for Low-Income Parents ..... amanda freeman, University of Hartford
• "COVID as the cherry on top": The impact of COVID-19 and other co-occurring crises on marginalized communities' identities and worldviews ..... Brian McKernan, Syracuse University; Bryan Semaan, University of Colorado Boulder; Louisa Kayah Williams, University of Michigan at Ann Arbor; Isabel Munoz, Syracuse University; Qunfang Wu, Syracuse University; Sucheta Lahiri, Syracuse University

143. The dying(?) Art of the Book Review [Panel]
Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm | UMB-2100

Organizer: Philip Kasinitz, CUNY Graduate Center,

Discussants:
• Philip Kasinitz, CUNY Graduate Center,
• Freeden Blume Oeur, Tufts University
• Yasemin Besen-Cassino, Montclair State University

144. Facing Cis People and Institutions: Transgender and Non-Binary Lives (Organized by the Committee for Gender Equity) [Panel]
Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm I UMB-2110

Organizer: Simone Kolysh, Hood College
Presider: Simone Kolysh, Hood College

• The Abolitionist Fight for Trans Prisoners’ Rights...... Joss Greene, Columbia University
• Narratives of Intimate Partner Violence in Transgender Communities ...... Ethan Levine, Stockton University
• Hierarchies of Motherhood: How Trans Women Navigate Legal Institutions ...... Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst
• Trans Embodiment: The Symbolic, The Material, and the Cyborg...... Davida Schiffer, University of Connecticut
• Trans Community from Tumblr to TikTok: How Online Platforms Shape Trans Discourse......Ellen Rochford, Purdue University; Zak Palmer, Texas A & M University

145. Group 2 [Undergraduate Poster Session]
Saturday 1:45 pm-3:15 pm I UMB-Atrium

• Social Capital in the Neighborhood: Exploring Race and Ethnicity in Urban Parent Networks ... Mina Delloro-Suh, Dickinson College; Laura Whitaker, Dickinson College
• Does Hard Work Pay Off: The Effects Employment Status, Work Satisfaction, and Job Stress on Physical Health .... Elizabeth Zeiber, Elizabethtown College
• Love is Love: The Effects of Sex and Age on View of Homosexuality ...... Brianna Kain, Elizabethtown College
• To Keep or Not to Keep: The Effects of Education and Political Ideology on Views of Abortion ... Emma Nalesnik, Elizabethtown College
• Samoa: The romantic getaway for the heteronormative couple ..... Fiona Cheyney, Gettysburg College; Tiffany Gonzalez, Gettysburg College; Yoon Chin Phua, Gettysburg College
• Home Confinement: A Life-Saving Measure During The COVID-19 Pandemic and Beyond ... Eric Reeves, CUNY at Hunter College
• "Indicators of Gun Ownership: Findings from the 2018 General Social Survey” ...... Ro Scanlon-Black, Ithaca College
• Influence of Media and Politics .... Jorge Rodriguez-Zacarias, Ithaca College
• Perceptions of Policing among Women of Color ..... Ciara O'Connor, Lafayette College
• Immigrants in America..... Zumm Serrano, Lasell College
- Student survey study on racism on campus .....Ashley Nova, Lasell College; Betsy Leondar-Wright, Lasell College
- The effects of social media on young adults' mental health .....Isis Davis, Lasell College
- Burnout and stress factors for employees ..... Gabrielle Emerson, Lasell College
- Help-seeking behaviors of first-generation and continuing generation students ..... Mackenzie Burpee, Lasell College
- Confidence and career readiness of business and social science majors ..... Mackenzie Dupre, Lasell College
- A Sociohistorical Approach on the Reproductive Rights Movement ..... Morgan Wilson, Le Moyne College
- All In a Life’s Work: The Effects of Work Hours, Job Satisfaction, and Work Type on General Happiness ..... Courtney Metz, Lebanon Valley College
- It’s Not What You Think: Healthcare Access/Utilization in Opioid Using Subgroups ..... Alecia McElwee, Lycoming College; Betty McCall, Lycoming College
- Accountability and denial in the apologies of public figures accused of sexual misconduct ..... Maleah Culp, Lycoming College; Julie Yingling, Lycoming College
- Where's the bread: Materials-based study of college food pantries ..... Ashley Innerarity, Lycoming College; Betty McCall, Lycoming College
- Goodbye, Mrs. Robinson: How Masculinity Shapes Men’s Experiences of Sexual Violence ..... Stephanie Seubert, Manhattan College

146. How to Change Academia and Academic Careers to Support More Publicly Engaged Research [Presidential Panel]
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm  UMB-1100

Presider: Robert Smith, Baruch College CUNY

Discussants:

- Alejandro Portes, Princeton University
- Philip Kasinitz, CUNY Graduate Center
- Nazli Kibria, Boston University
- Nancy Naples, University of Connecticut

147. Jessie Daniels, Nice White Ladies (2021) [Author-Meets-Critics]
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm  UMB-2300

Organizer: Leslie Kay Jones, Rutgers University

Discussants:

- Jessie Daniels, CUNY Hunter College
- Adia Harvey Wingfield, Washington University at St Louis
- Shirley Jackson, Portland State University
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | UMB-1300

Organizers: Morten G. Ender, United States Military Academy; Ryan Kelty, United States Air Force Academy
Presider: Ori Swed, Texas Tech University

- Understanding Trust and Deference at the Intersection of Race and Gender...... Robert Ralston, University of Birmingham; Jennifer Spindel, University of New Hampshire
- Queering the Military: Heterosexual performativity in leadership narratives .... Nicholas M. Mararac, Georgetown University
- Diverse Eating Habits and the Swiss Armed Forces: An Unsolved Question...... Stefano De Rosa, Military Academy at the ETH Zurich; Tibor Ssvircsev Tresch, Military Academy at the ETH Zurich
- Teaching Introduction to Sociology through Military Sociology. .... Karin DeAngelis, United States Air Force Academy; Wil Scott, United States Air Force Academy

Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | UMB-2120

Organizers: Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst; Lauren Diamond-Brown, SUNY at Potsdam; Lauren Jade Martin, Penn State University - Berks; Kathleen Slauson-Blevins, Old Dominion University

- Black Women’s Freestanding Birthing Center Usage..... Kelley Akhiemokhali, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
- Reliving Colonial Legacies: Reproductive Justice and Intimate Partner Violence among Indo-Caribbean Women...... Tannuja Rozario, University of Massachusetts Amherst
- Expecting Connection: Racialized Emotions in Reproductive Healthcare ..... Patrice Wright, University of Virginia
- Extreme Heat Exposure, Black-White time to conception, and Justice-based Interventions..... Kelsey Wright, University of Wisconsin - Madison

150. Mentoring Session [Conversation]  
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | UMB-2330

Organizers: Richard E. Ocejo, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice; Joan Maya Mazelis, Rutgers University- Camden
151. Religion and Culture [Paper Session]
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | UMB-1290

**Presider:** Tessa Huttenlocher, University of Pennsylvania

- *How Nationalist are Christian Nationalists?*..... Ruiqian Li, Baylor university
- *Local Expressions, Global Arenas: Ritual and culture in the Arba'een pilgrimage in Iraq* .... Eisar Haider, University of Notre Dame
- *Scientific Evangelism, Humanitarian Developmentalism: Exporting New England Education to Asia Minor in the Late 19th Century.* .... Yasemin Bavbek, Brown University
- *The Religious Origins of Educational Inequality: American Denominational Investment in Higher Education in the Early Twentieth Century.* .... Tessa Huttenlocher, University of Pennsylvania
- *Trauma Exposure, Religiosity, and Suicide Ideation among Veterans* .... Ugur Orak, Middle Tennessee State University

152. Security in Housing, Food, and in Cross National Perspective. [Paper Session]
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | UMB-1320

**Presider:** Elena Ayala-Hurtado, Harvard University

- *Configurations of Insecurity: A Comparison of Experiences of Insecurity in the United States and Spain* ..... Elena Ayala-Hurtado, Harvard University
- *The Impact of the Great Recession of 2007-2009 on African American Families* ..... Dorothy Smith-Ruiz, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
- *Claims, Complaints and Institutionalizing the Right to Welfare in India* ..... Anindita Adhikari, Brown University
- "*[My Thin Trailing Vines Have Vanished]: A Socio-Historical Analysis of Massachusetts Cranberry Landscapes and Contested Futures.* .... Brian J. Gareau, Boston College; Sandra DiDonato, Boston College; Kaley McCarty, Boston College

153. Culture & Race [Paper Session]
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm | UMB-2130

**Presider:** Manning Zhang, Brandeis University

- *Asian women in the weight room: revisiting the concept of model minority* ..... Manning Zhang, Brandeis University
- *The limits of commodification: culinary tourism, race, and access* .... Alice Julier, Chatham University
- "*[Truly American]: A Multidimensional Experimental Approach to Unpacking the Symbolic Boundaries around American Identity.* .... Victoria Asbury, Harvard University
• Title: Beyond Covid-19: Modern Korean pop-culture as a new norm From Parasite passed Squid Game to BTS....Yu-Yun Yang, Columbia University- Teachers College; yang hwan choi, DePaul University

154. Consumers & Consumption [Paper Session]
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm  I  UMB-4160

Presider: Meghann Lucy, Boston University

• Becoming Masculine? Increase in women’s gun ownership and characteristics of female gun owners ..Megumi Omori, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania; Kelly Roth, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
• Between market and social movements: the mobilization in the Chinese sustainable food movement. ..Jiayu Huang, Boston College
• Divestment as Investment: “Kondo-ing” Lives in the Era of Overaccumulation......Meghann Lucy, Boston University
• Pedagogical Approaches to Teaching Sociology of Consumption..... Meredith Katz, Virginia Commonwealth University
• Social Status and Distinction in Hong Kong: Morals, Cosmopolitanism, and Inconspicuous Consumption......Weiwei Zhang, Hartwick College

155. Culture and the Life Cycle [Paper Session]
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm  I  UMB-4170

Presider: Patricia Neff Claster, University of Edinboro

• "Hugs, Shrugs, and Drugs": The Relative Influence of Peers upon Patterns of Adolescent Substance Use....Patricia Neff Claster, University of Edinboro; Sampson Lee Blair, University at Buffalo, The State University of New York
• Failure to Launch? Missing Rituals in the Transition to Adulthood......Erin Anderson, Washington College; Alisha White, Washington College
• Hiding in Plain Sight: The Invisiblized Challenges of Black Girlhood in Elite Independent Schools .. Chinyere Odim, Brown University
• How autism spectrum disorder and food security are correlated with childhood affection and mental health in the United States: Results from the 2019 National Survey of Children's Health.....Nicola Calabrese, Providence College
• When There are No Schools Nearby: The Power of Local Connections in the Pursuit of Economic Stability among Young People in a Small-Town Education Desert...... Jessica Yorks, University of Connecticut

156. Uncovering University Debt: Public Sociology How-To [Workshop/How to]
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm  I  UMB-2100
Organizer: Sofya Aptekar, CUNY School of Labor and Urban Studies
Presider: Sofya Aptekar, CUNY School of Labor and Urban Studies

In this workshop, we explain how institutional debt works and the ways it exacerbates racialized inequality in higher education. We present materials to use to research and expose institutional debt, as well as strategies to organize on your campus and connect to university debt work across institutions. These tools can be used in the classroom and to build solidarity between faculty, staff, and students, who are often pitted against each other by university administration, yet are all negatively affected by institutional debt. Institutional debt research provides an opportunity to explore the role of cultural schemas around debt and morality in shaping individual and collective behavior - as well as to develop alternative visions for reparative and democratic universities. This workshop builds on a series of institutional debt workshops organized by Labor Notes' Public Higher Education Workers and the Debt Collective (https://labornotes.org/events/2021/how-debt-robs-us-and-how-take-what-stolen-back-campus-workers-organizing-against-debt) and a workshop at ASA 2021, and draws on increasing recognition of institutional debt in movements against higher ed austerity (e.g. https://www.aaup.org/JAF12/making-invisible-visible-organizing-against-instructonally-harmful-antidemocratic-effects#.YcNcEIIOIPY, https://www.thenation.com/article/society/student-debt-university-credit/)

Discussants:

- Richard Levy, Salem State University
- Joanna Gonsalves, Salem State University

157. Professional Development: How to Succeed on the Academic Job Market (Organized by the Committee for Gender Equity) [Workshop/How to]
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm I UMB-2110

Organizer: Elizabeth Kiester, Albright College

This workshop will focus on strategies for entering the academic job market, with a focus on the application process, preparing for phone and campus interviews, and reflections on lessons learned from the "on-the-market" experience. Panelists will discuss the common challenges faced while on-the-market as well as the unique circumstances women may encounter in the application, interview, and negotiation phases of the job search.

Discussant:
- Simone Kolysh, Hood College;

158. Group 3 [Undergraduate Poster Session]
Saturday 3:30 pm-5:00 pm I UMB-Atrium
- College students’ knowledge of cybersecurity protocols in organizations .... Tamia King, Norfolk State University
- Making sense of Critical Race Theory in light of recent backlash and its relevance to contemporary social problems.... Ryan Carpenter, Pennsylvania State University
- The Effects of Social Determinants of Health and Lifestyle Changes on COVID-19 Morbidity and Vaccine Distrust...... Sidney Davis, Providence College; Brandon Martinez, Providence College
- The impact of Socioeconomic Status, Race, and Food Security on Mental and Physical Health...Andrea Delgado, Providence College; Brandon Martinez, Providence College
- Sociology and Crime: Analyzing the Link Between Race and Mass Incarceration ......Jessica Harwood, AAMC
- Gendered Work and Home Life Expectations During the Pandemic..... Kassandra Alfaro, Sacred Heart University
- "Trust me: I am a doctor" The Impact of Gender While Controlling for Race, Class, Age, and Education on Patient-Physician Trust*...... Laurel Gaddis, Skidmore College
- "Would You Treat Me This Way if I Wasn't Fat? The Relationship Between Women's Body Size and Aversion to Healthcare .....Sarah Spruill, Skidmore College
- Effects of Income on Access to Healthcare ..... Maya Croissant, Skidmore College
- God Bless Us all: The Relationship between White fundamentalist, Christians, and Racial Bias ...Erica Smith, Skidmore College
- How Limited Access to Abortion Clinics Impacts the Teen Abortion Rate in the United States ... Clare Driscoll, Skidmore College
- Lost Hope? American Attitudes Towards Unauthorized Immigrants...... Cresenciana Morales, Skidmore College
- Virtual Social Roles: The Relationship Between In-Person and Online Interaction ......Autumn Wilkins, Skidmore College
- An Analysis of the Relationship Between Environmental Racism and Voter Turnout in Black Communities Within the United States .... Abigail Theobald, Saint Anselm College
- Expendable yet Essential: The Politics of Restaurant Work During the Pandemic ..... Gabriella Vetter, Swarthmore College
- Wyoming Migrant Worker Health: Embodied Structural Violence ..... Eduardo Burgos Quezada, Swarthmore College
- Inclusion of Fat Students in Higher Education ..... Francisca Moreno, University of Delaware
- Standing, Sharing, and Scrolling: How In-Person Protesting and Social Media Activism Impact Local Community and General Connectedness...... Rachel Bickelman, University of Massachusetts - Bosto
- A Socially Constructed Reality in a Virtually Constructed Work: gender in Video games... Phoebe Yu, UMass Boston
- How has COVID-19 impacted incarcerated women in the United States? ..... Maryam Nafie, Wellesley College
- "Workplace Turnover Rate: Direct Support Professionals' Measure of Job Satisfaction” ... jestine blake, William Paterson University of New Jersey
159. Using Social Scientific Research to Advocate for Trans Children and Families' Rights and Health in Texas [Presidential Panel]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-1100

Presider: Robert Smith, Baruch College CUNY

Discussants:
- Rachel Gonzales, HRC Parents for Transgender Equality Council Member
- Meg D. Bishop, University of Texas at Austin
- Stephen Russell, University of Texas at Austin

Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-2300

Organizer: Karen V. Hansen, Brandeis University

Discussants:
- Ken Chih-Yan Sun, Hong Kong Baptist University
- Miliann Kang, University of Massachusetts
- Natasha Warikoo, Tufts University
- Kevin Roy, University of Maryland
- Cheryl Llewellyn, University of Massachusetts - Lowell

161. Education and COVID-19 [Mini-conference: Latinx Experiences and the Pandemic]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-3370

Organizer: Stephen Ruszczyk, Montclair State University

Presider: Maria Cioe Pena, Montclair State University

- The Impact of Advocacy Organizations on Latina Immigrant Mothers’ At-home Academic Involvement During COVID-19 ..... Vanessa Delgado, University of California, Irvine
- Virtual Faculty and Peer Mentoring to Promote Social Belonging Among Minoritized Physical Therapist and Nursing Students ..... Keshrie Naidoo, MGH Institute; Laura Plummer, MGH Institute; Martha McKean, MGH Institute; Amanda Mack, MGH Institute; Garrett Bowdle, MGH Institute; Margaret Mullins, MGH Institute; Shweta Gore, MGH Institute
- Zooming Out: Expanding Community Outreach for English Language Learners through Videoconferencing ..... Timothy Murphy, Worcester State University; Clarissa Carvalho, Worcester State University
- Computers Secured, Connection Still Needed: Understanding how COVID-19-related remote schooling impacted Spanish-speaking mothers of emergent bilinguals with dis/abilities ..... Maria Cioe Pena, Montclair State University
Discussant:  
• Elizabeth Rivera Rodas, Montclair State University;

Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-2120

Organizers: Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst; Lauren Diamond-Brown, SUNY at Potsdam; Lauren Jade Martin, Penn State University- Berks; Kathleen Slauson-Blevins, Old Dominion University

• The Complexities of Studying Men’s Reproductive Health ...... Rene Almeling, Yale University
• The Intersection of Race, Class, and Gender and Addiction Stigma: A Qualitative Study of Opioid-Using Mothers and Barriers to Services ...... Natascia Boeri, Bloomfield College; Nwaneka Chinedu, Bloomfield College; Breeyana Jivraj, Bloomfield College
• The Impact of (Racialized) Transmisogyny On Trans Women’s Parenting Experiences ......... Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst
• For Life & Legacy: Trans and Non-binary People’s Reproductive Journeys ...... Simone Kolysh, Hood College
• To Be Good (Americanized) Mothers or Not: Micro Hygiene Surveillances and the Childcare Practices of Non-White Immigrant Mothers in the United States ..... Tsai-Yen Han, Rutgers University- New Brunswick

163. Incorporating Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in the Classroom [Mini-conference: Teaching]  
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-1300

Organizers: Erin Anderson, Washington College; Evan Cooper, Farmingdale State College; Jaime Deluca, Towson University  
Presider: Jaime Deluca, Towson University

• A Quantitative Examination of the Effects of Students’ Unconscious Biases on Student Evaluations of Instructors ...... Brittany Kowalski, West Virginia University; Lisa Dilks, West Virginia University
• Disrupting Cultural Racism in Teacher Preparation ...... Melissa Alvan, Monmouth University
• My Black Students Think I’m White: Colorblindness and the Negotiation of Racial Ideology in Urban Schools .... Marcus Bell, SUNY Cortland

164. Gender and Sexuality [Paper Session]  
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-1290

Presider: Sophia Shieh, Boston College
• Military Families and Adverse Childhood Experiences......Melanie Sberna Hinojosa, University of Central Florida; Ramon Hinojosa, University of Central Florida; Josalie Condon, University of Central Florida; Sarah Da Silva, University of Central Florida
• Rescue Rehab: Gendered Strategies of Responsibilization ......Lillian Jungleib, Susquehanna University
• Sexual Assault by Collegiate Athletes: A Content Analysis of Framing and Rape-Prone Societies .. Katie Mirance, University of Delaware
• The Joint Influence of Veteran and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) Statuses on Access and Barriers to Healthcare......Sophia Shieh, Boston College; Andrew London, Syracuse University; Shannon Monnat, Syracuse University

165. Health and inequality [Paper Session]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am I UMB-1320

Presider: Fatima Said, Penn State University

• Evaluation of government data opening service quality under epidemic situation based on cloud model and PSR theory......liu yang, Harbin Institute of Technology
• Local Confederate Iconography and Black Women’s Mental Health: Examining Associations across Education, Ethnicity, and Nativity ..... Ryan Talbert, University of Connecticut; Cailey Hauver, University of Connecticut
• The Invalidation of Headache Disorders: Rationale for Delayed Treatment Seeking .. Caroline V. Brooks, Indiana University; Beth A. Morton, Coalition for Headache and Migraine Patients
• The psychology of neoliberalism and rising mental health crisis in the return to normal college life during the COVID-19 pandemic......Fatima Said, Penn State University; Ruasl Aldhaheri, Penn State University; Lexis Brownstein, Penn State University; Jerad Flatt, Penn State University; Ivanna Hanna, Penn State University; Chelsea Lopez, Penn State University; Ian Riccelli, Penn State University; Sabrina Sleiman, Penn State University; Julie Stout, Penn State University; Kristina Streit, Penn State University; Dillon Trenge, Penn State University
• EXPLORING "THE HEALTHY IMMIGRANT EFFECT" AMONG ELDERLY ASIANS WITH CANCER: A NATIONWIDE POPULATION-BASED ASSESSMENT. .....Manan Nayak, University of Massachusetts-Bosto

166. Struggles for Inclusion: Searching for Equality and Justice in Work, Knowledge Production, and Health [Paper Session]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am I UMB-3350

Presider: Catherine van de Ruit, Ursinus College

• Gender and race discrimination in South African AIDS care .....Catherine van de Ruit, Ursinus College
• How well are MSls represented in the Network created by the NSF ADVANCE Program? ...Jessica Gold, Northeastern University; Alexander Gates, Northeastern University; Kathrin Zippel, Northeastern University
• Investing in Empowered Women ..... Smitha Radhakrishnan, Wellesley College; Cinzia Solari, University of Massachusetts - Bosto
• Pitfalls of belonging work. The dialectics of belonging and exclusion in Finnish immigrant integration policies ..... Linda Haapajarvi, Ecole des hautes etudes en sciences sociales
• Why the world hates women and what to do about it ..... Chanele Moore, University of Delaware

167. Environmental justice and injustice [Paper Session]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-4100

Presiders: Manoj Misra, Western Connecticut State University; Manoj Misra, Western Connecticut State University;

• Gastown: Fossil fuels and the changing nature of urban environmental inequality at the turn of the 20th century .... Jonathan Tollefson, Brown University; Scott Frickel, Brown University
• Grassroots Struggles against Environmental Injustices in the Global South......Manoj Misra, Western Connecticut State University
• Homeowner-Renter Disparities in Flood Disaster Recovery, 2002-2020 ..... Taylor Heath, University of Pennsylvania
• Ruralism and Resistance: Environmental Concern Among Mennonites in the U.S ......Jen Holsinger, Eastern Mennonite University
• The "Bridge" to Recovery: The Dispute over Access to Housing & Substance Use Treatment Services... Joe Silcox, UMass Bosto

168. Social Practice and Institutional Constraints [Paper Session]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-4120

Presider: Stephen Sweet, Ithaca College

• Mission and Vision: How Sociology Departmental Identify and Prioritize Program Potentials .... Stephen Sweet, Ithaca College; Susan Ferguson, Grinnell College
• Social Movements and the Research-Practice Gap ..... Trey Green, University of Arizona
• The Sensuous Nature of Social Fields: Actors, Social Fields, and Anchors of Valence ..... Jeffrey Hass, University of Richmond
• Understanding meritocracy through the lens of academic gatekeeping: Institutionalized tastes, and situated identities..... Leping Wang, Boston University
• With the Best of Intentions: The Limits of a Sociological Imagination when Operating within Institutional Structures ..... Isabel Araiza, Texas A & M University at Corpus Christi;
Michael Ramirez, Texas A & M University at Corpus Christi; Jennifer Epley-Sanders, Texas A & M University at Corpus Christi

- Organizational time, interaction time, and social identity. .....michael rejtig, UMass Bosto; Reef Youngreen, University of Massachusetts - Bosto

169. Identities in National and Transnational Discourse [Paper Session]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-4130

Presider: Maheen Haider, UMass

- "From 9/11 to Muslim bans: The Contemporary Ethno-Racial High-Skilled Muslim Experience" ....Maheen Haider, UMass
- Militarization and the War on Immigration .....Julia Schoonover, University at Buffalo SUNY
- Partisanship, Race, and Perceptions of Factuality Regarding Immigration Discourse... Victoria Asbury, Harvard University
- To be "a pro-Arab Arab": The role of transnational politics and organizational elites in translating Arab-American political identity as racial..... Deniz Uyan, Boston College
- On Power's Doorstep: Liminal Complicity in Social Reproduction .....Andrew Shapiro, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center

170. New approaches to health 3 [Paper Session]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-4140

Presider: Marianne Neal-Joyce, University of Mass at Amherst

- Fitness Tracking and the Privacy Paradox ....Marianne Neal-Joyce, University of Mass at Amherst
- Managing Consensus and Dissensus in Palliative Medicine ..... Timothy Elder, University of Chicago
- Participation in Sickle Cell Disease Clinical Research: How Lived Experience Shapes Altruism....Marilyn Baffo e-Bonnie, Rutgers University- New Brunswick
- Regulatory Script ing: Stakeholder Participation in FDA Advisory Meetings .....Shelley White, Simmons College; Valerie Leiter, Simmons College; Mi Le, Boston University; Caitlyn Helms, Simmons College
- The whiteness of milk: Biocentric bias in the framing of lactose intolerance and lactase persistence ....Eli Kaufman, Vassar College; Catherine Tan, Vassar College

171. Engineering Engagement: The Dynamics of Online Attention-Seeking[Paper Session]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-4160

Presider: Joseph Cohen, CUNY Queens College
• #iVoted: An Examination of Young Adult's Political Engagement on Social Media .... Clara Mey, University of Delaware
• Engineering Fame: Social Dynamics, Methods and Limits of Celebrity Construction ..... Joseph Cohen, CUNY Queens College
• Keeping it Authentic: The Social Footprint of the Trolls’ Network......Ori Swed, Texas Tech University; Sachit Dassanayaka, Texas Tech University; Dimitri Volchenkov, Texas Tech University
• Playing Cat-and-Mouse with a Platform: Algorithmic Injustice in the Pursuit of Online Attention....Ashley Mears, Boston University; Thao Nguyen, Boston University; Elif Birced, Boston University

172. The Emerging Presence of the Sociology of Bullying [Paper Session]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-4170

Organizer: Christopher Donoghue, Montclair State University
Presider: Christopher Donoghue, Montclair State University

• Bullying Prevention and the Gendered Costs of Kindness .... Sarah Miller, Boston University
• Rethinking School Cultures to Understanding Bullying .....Hana Shepherd, Rutgers University
• Social Differentness and Bullying: A Discussion of Race, Class, and Income ..... Todd Migliaccio, Pennsylvania State University at Berks
• Addressing queer youth and bullying: Sociologically-informed approaches ..... Melissa Smith, University of Central Arkansas; Elizabethe Payne, Queering Education Research Institute (QuERI)

173. Homelessness, urban displacements and urban inequality [Paper Session]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-4180

Presider: Daniela Tagtachian, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center

• "Making it Work": Accommodation and Resistance to Federal Policy in a Homelessness Continuum of Care ... Jennifer Frank, Millersville University of Pennsylvania
• City-Wide Displacement: A spatial analysis of the displacement of low-income households in the largest US cities from 1990 to 2019.....Daniela Tagtachian, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
• Homelessness and housing advocacy: The role of red-tape warriors .... Curtis Smith, Bentley University
• Sanitation in India: Labor, Caste, and Capital......aseem hasnain, Bridgewater State University
• Stigma of Homelessness: Research on the Housing Agencies and Single Parent Families during the COVID-19 Pandemic .....Sophia George, Drew University; Santiago Zapata-Gomez, Drew University
174. Inequality and Adaptability in the Age of COVID-19 [Paper Session]
Sunday 8:30 am-10:00 am | UMB-4190

Presider: Ingrid Nelson, Bowdoin College

- How Elite College Students Recreated Racialized Organizational Structures During COVID-19 Closures .... Ingrid Nelson, Bowdoin College; Jeremiah Brown, Bowdoin College; Nicole Nigro, Bowdoin College
- Social Inequality and the COVID-19 Pandemic .... Kristin Smith, Dartmouth College; Spencer Allen, Dartmouth College
- Unlicensed Street Vendors in the Age of Covid-19: How Chinese Street Vendors in an Ethnic Enclave Frame Their Work ..... Anna Zhang, Northeastern University
- When ADA Accommodations Become the Norm: Realizing Unique Adaptability and Accessibility Paradigms During the COVID-19 Pandemic ..... Dana Greene, UNC Chapel Hill

175. Antigovernment Patriotism, Online Influence, and the US Military [Presidential Panel]
Sunday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-1100

Presiders: Morten G. Ender, United States Military Academy; Ryan Kelty, United States Air Force Academy;

Discussants:

- Jessica Dawson, United States Military Academy
- Dana Beth Weinberg, CUNY Queens College

176. David Trouille, Futbol in the Park: Immigrants, Soccer, and the Creation of Social Ties (2021) [Author-Meets-Critics]
Sunday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-2300

Organizer: Jonathan Wynn, University of Massachusetts Amherst

Discussants:

- David Trouille, James Madison University
- Joanna Dreby, University at Albany -SUNY
- Tamara Mose, Brooklyn College - City University of New York
- Robert Smith, Baruch College CUNY
- Lucia Trimbur, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice

177. Health and COVID-19 [Mini-conference: Latinx Experiences and the Pandemic]
Sunday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-3370

Organizer: Stephen Ruszczyk, Montclair State University
Presider: Natalie A. Nieves, Montclair State University

- The impact of COVID-19 and Social Determinants of Health on Latinx families..... Elvis Gyan, Montclair State University; Marline Francois-Madden, Montclair State University
- Exacerbated Disparities: COVID-19’s Impact on Mental Health and the Hispanic/Latinx Community... Natalie A. Nieves, Montclair State University
- "Double the weight": Worry, debt, and outside obligations of immigrant-household students during the pandemic..... Crystal Magallon, Montclair State University
- The impact of COVID-19 on Latinx communities in New Jersey..... Elizabeth Rivera Rodas, Montclair State University

Discussant:
- Mery Diaz, New York City College of Technology;

Sunday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-2120

Organizers: Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst; Lauren Diamond-Brown, SUNY at Potsdam; Lauren Jade Martin, Penn State University - Berks; Kathleen Slauson-Blevins, Old Dominion University

- "Vaginally, not Naturally:" Cultural Responses to Structural Change in Obstetric Care ..... Anna Church, Ohio State University
- Pain That Only She Must Bear: On the invisibility of women in judicial rhetoric on abortion ....Francesca Laguardia, Montclair State University
- Understanding the multilevel relationship between religion and abortion attitudes across the globe.... Amy Adamczyk, CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice
- "Damned if You Do, Damned if You Don't": The Power of Cultural Scripts in Reproductive Decision-making ...Lauren Jade Martin, Penn State University- Berks
- Scandals and Morality Wars in the Field of Reproductive Surrogacy in Ukraine and Russia... Alya Guseva, Boston University

179. Teaching with Technology [Mini-conference: Teaching]
Sunday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-1300

Organizers: Erin Anderson, Washington College; Evan Cooper, Farmingdale State College; Jaime Deluca, Towson University
Presider: Erin Anderson, Washington College

- Teaching Introductory Gender Courses: Challenges and Opportunities..... Christine Mowery, Virginia Commonwealth University
- Creating a School: A Cumulative Pedagogy for Teaching Sociology of Education ..... Jake Milne, Longwood University
• **Google Mapping Inequality: Using Digital Technologies to Develop the Sociological Imagination**...... Jaime Hartless, Farmingdale State College
• **Storytelling in Sociology** .... Erin Anderson, Washington College; Raven Bishop, Washington College

180. Sociology of Sexuality [Paper Session]
**Sunday 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-1290**

**Presider:** Ian Callahan, SUNY Albany

• **Coming Out and the Meaning(s) of Mediated Disclosure** ..... Ian Callahan, SUNY Albany
• **Erotic Capital and Erotic Dividends** ..... Elizabeth Hughes, Penn State University Abingto; Beth Montemurro, Penn State University Abingto
• **Mainstream Novelty: Examining the Shifting Visibility of Drag Performance** ..... Shayne Zaslow, University of Virginia
• **Open to More: Queer Hookup Culture, Queer Temporality, & Constructions of Adulthood** .... Benjamin Kampler, Boston University

181. Perspectives on Mental Health [Paper Session]
**Sunday 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-1320**

**Presider:** Katie Billings, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

• **C-Reactive Protein Level and Gender, Mental Health Differentiated Suicidal Ideation** ..... Jaein Lee, Gettysburg College; Gyungrak Son, Dongguk University Ilsan Hospital Medical Center
• **Effect of Class Differentiated Organized-Structured time on children's mental health outcome in the U.S** ..... Jaein Lee, Gettysburg College
• **The Landscape of Suicidality: What We Can Learn from Suicide Survivors’ Experiences**?... Katie Billings, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
• **The Moderating Effect of Values on the Relationship between Subjective Social Status and Depression: Evidence from MIDUS** .... Emily Ekl, Indiana University; Benjamin Gallati, Indiana University
• **Treatment or surveillance? A relational approach to the medicalization of psychosis** ... Michael Halpin, Dalhousie University

182. New Sociological Perspectives [Paper Session]
**Sunday 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-3350**

**Presider:** Jack Thornton, University of Pennsylvania

• **Islam, Christianity and the Development of Machine Capitalism: The Weber Hypothesis Revisited** .... Mark Gould, Haverford College
Managed Magic: Applying Goffman’s Concept of Total Institutions to Disney Parks ..... Alexis Franzese, Elon University; Logan Roberts, Elon University
Relatively Privileged: Moral Dimensions of Subjective Class Identification ..... Jack Thornton, University of Pennsylvania
Sociology as an Emergent System ..... Jacob Heller, SUNY at Old Westbury
The Positive and Negative Effects of Refusal in Social Exchange Relationships: A Sociological Perspective on Rejection .... Monica M. Whitham, Oklahoma State University; Scott V. Savage, University of Houston

183. Economic Sociology & Work [Paper Session]
Sunday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-4100

Presider: Priscilla Hernandez, University of Massachusetts - Amherst

• Board composition and corporate fraud: Refining the insider-outsider model ..... Hiroshi Ono, Hitotsubashi University; Asuka Takaoka, Globis University
• Employee Organization Relationships in Mobile Careers: Exploiting Explorers and Exploring Exploiters ..... Dominika Randle, Harvard Business School
• Star Teammates - an Aid or a Hindrance? ..... Dominika Randle, Harvard Business School
• Superstar firms and the State: Amazon in the U.S. and France during the Covid-19 Pandemic ..... Priscilla Hernandez, University of Massachusetts - Amherst
• Is Love All We Need: An Analysis of the How Social Capital Affects an Individual’s Happiness ..... Catherine Berheide, Skidmore College
• Gender, Perception of Discrimination, and Human Capital Investment ..... Yinan Wang, Harvard University

184. Institutions and their Discontents [Paper Session]
Sunday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-4120

Presider: Simone Ispa-Landa, Northwestern University

• ’I Have Very Mixed Feelings:’ Changes in Commitments to Historically White Greek Life among Elite College Women ..... Simone Ispa-Landa, Northwestern University; Gershwin Penn, Northwestern University
• “I didn’t know what anti-blackness was until I got here”: The Unmet Needs of Black Students at Hispanic-Serving Institutions ..... Whitney Pirtle, University of California at Merced; Breanna Brock, Stony Brook University
• Centering BIPOC Scholarship and Teacher Candidates in a TESOL and Bilingual Education Teacher Preparation Program ..... Sarah Hesson, Rhode Island College; Leila Rosa, Rhode Island College; Rachel Toncelli, Rhode Island College
• Entrepreneurial Orientations And (Intrinsic/Extrinsic) Motivations To Do Science ..... Richard Pitt, University of California at San Diego
185. Place, space, and identities [Paper Session]
Sunday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-4130

Presider: Francisco Vivoni, Worcester State University

- Contesting Patterns of Displacement: Street Skateboarding and Inclusive Placemaking in the Neoliberal City .... Francisco Vivoni, Worcester State University
- How Sexual Racism and Other Discriminatory Behaviors are Rationalized in Online Dating Apps .. Christopher Conner, University of Missouri at Columbia; Daniel Okamura, University of Nevada at Las Vegas
- Parallel Development: How Medicalization and Decriminalization Happened in the Construction of an Opioid (Overdose) Crisis......Xinyan Wu, University of Connecticut
- Place Identity Formation: A Theory of How Place Constructs the Self ..... Jennifer Garfield-Abrams, University of Mass at Amherst
- Race, Social Control and Discipline: The Case of American School/......Sarah Brown, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Mosi Ifatunji, University of Wisconsin at Madison

186. Valuation and Evaluation [Paper Session]
Sunday | 10:15 am-11:45 am | UMB-4140

Presider: Kevin Dahaghi, Duke University

- Birds of a Feather; Acceptance of American Sociological Review Manuscripts ......Roberta Spalter-Roth, ASA/George Mason University; James C. Witte, George Mason University
- Driving Disenfranchisement: The Adoption of License-for-Payment Laws in the United States ... Kevin Dahaghi, Duke University
- Evaluation of government data opening service quality under epidemic situation based on cloud model and PSR theory......
- Interrupting Accountability, Mobilizing Impunity: Men Using Title IX to Sue Their School/... Amalia Ashley, University of Arizona
- The Limited Use of /CT Solutions for Peripheral Inaccessibilities Faced by People with Disabilities in Myanmar ..... Dilshan Fernando, University of Guelph
- Title: 'This Gave me Hope.' Corrections Officers Attitudes Toward Restorative Justice ......Julia Schoonover, University at Buffalo SUNY; Sara Di Pasquale, University at Buffalo SUNY; Veronica Horowitz, University at Buffalo SUNY
187. The Shape of Inequality [Paper Session]
Sunday I 10:15 am-11:45 am I UMB-4160

Presider: Daniel Laurison, Swarthmore College

• All in the Family: "New Money" in Dallas High Society, 1895-1945 ..... Shay O'Brien, Princeton University
• How Income Inequality Shapes Individual Health: A Weak-Tie Social Capital Perspective in Cross-National Contexts .... Chin-Han Chan, University at Albany, SUNY
• Missing Voices - How Poor and Working Class People See Politics......Daniel Laurison, Swarthmore College
• The Great Gatsby Curve: a social class perspective ..... Martina Beretta, AAMC
• Visualizing Spatial Inequality: Public Sociology through a new (Textile) Medium......Jennifer Girouard, Emerson College

188. Everyday form of Racialization: Language, Humor, and Insults. [Paper Session]
Sunday I 10:15 am-11:45 am I UMB-4170

Organizer: Hugo Ceron-Anaya, Lehigh University
Presider: Hugo Ceron-Anaya, Lehigh University

• Humor and white supremacy in the US military: the case of the green card soldier .... Sofya Aptekar, CUNY School of Labor and Urban Studies
• The "Naco" as a Window into the Mexican world of Racial Insults and Humor ......Hugo Ceron-Anaya, Lehigh University

Discussant:
• Hugo Ceron-Anaya, Lehigh University;

189. Rural-Urban Dynamics [Paper Session]
Sunday I 10:15 am-11:45 am I UMB-4180

Presider: Jennifer Frank, Millersville University of Pennsylvania

• "Land is Key": The Needs of Marginalized Farmers in New England and the Role of Land Trusts... Julie Keller, University of Rhode Island
• Attuning to Need: Reconceptualizing "help" in poor rural areas .... Jennifer Frank, Millersville University of Pennsylvania; Laura Brierton Granruth, Millersville University of Pennsylvania; Brittany Leffler, Millersville University of Pennsylvania; Rachel Preibisch, Millersville University of Pennsylvania; dawn watson, Millersville University of Pennsylvania; Mary Glazier, Millersville University; Heather Girvin, Millersville University of Pennsylvania
• *Public lands as opportunities and challenges for rural forest-located* communities ..... Chris Colocousis, James Madison University; Anita Morzillo, University of Connecticut; Mindy Crandall, Oregon State University; Darla Munroe, Ohio State University; Kathleen Bell, University of Maine

• *School Closures and Rural Population Oec/ine* ..... Joseph Sageman, Princeton University

• *Unperceived Suffering: Rural-Urban Difference in Self-Reported Health and Health Biomarkers among the Mid-Aged and Elderly in China* ..... Chunxu Fang, SUNY at Albany

Sunday I 10:15 am-11:45 am I UMB-4190

**Presiders:** Mary Churchill, Boston University; Mary Churchill, Boston University;

• *Affective Labor in the Academy: Women Coaching Women in Higher Ed* ..... Mary Churchill, Boston University

• *Claiming Public Commons through Community Ownership: The Intersections of Gender, Race, and Ethnicity in Lawrence, Massachusetts* ..... Najifa Tanjeem, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Tiago Muniz, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Debby Fernand, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Teresa Gonzales, University of Massachusetts Lowell

• *Covid-19 Pandemic and the Nigerian Workplace: Implication for Women Workers and Women’s Rights in Nigeria* ..... Adebimpe A. Adenugba, University of Ibadan, Nigeria; Adebukola O. Dagunduro, University of Ibadan, Nigeria

• *From “Invisible Farmers” to “Women in Ag”: Motivations for Entry and Levels of Success for the Rising Population of U.S. Women Farmers* ..... Carmen Rowe, Boston University

191. Jessi Streib, Privilege Lost: Who Leaves the Upper Middle Class and How They Fall (2020) [Author-Meets-Critics]
Sunday I 12:00 pm-1:30 pm I UMB-2300

**Discussants:**

• Jessi Streib, Duke University

• Rachel Sherman, New School for Social Research

• Blake Silver, George Mason University

• Ann Mullen, University of Toronto

192. Immigrant legality and COVID-19 [Mini-conference: Latinx Experiences and the Pandemic]
Sunday I 12:00 pm-1:30 pm I UMB-3370

**Organizer:** Stephen Ruszczyn, Montclair State University

**Presider:** Elizabeth Kiester, Albright College
• **A Virus Without Papers: Understanding COVID-19 and the Impact on Immigrant Communities**... Elizabeth Kiester, Albright College

• **Accumulated Health Debts, Tapped Out Resilience, and Pandemic Catalyzation and Compounding: How Lacking or Having Legal Status or DACA Harmed or Protected Immigrant Families in the Pandemic.....**Robert Smith, Baruch College CUNY; Andres Besserer Rayas, Baruch College CUNY; Angelo Cabrera, Union Settlement; Eduardo Torres Nunez, CUNY-Lehman College

Discussant:

• Stephen Ruszczyk, Montclair State University;

**193. Safety, Care and Justice in Reproduction [Mini-conference: Reproduction]**

*Sunday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-2120*

**Organizers:** Derek Siegel, UMASS Amherst; Lauren Diamond-Brown, SUNY at Potsdam; Lauren Jade Martin, Penn State University- Berks; Kathleen Slauson-Blevins, Old Dominion University

• **Patient Perspectives on Care and Safety During Self-Managed Abortion** ..... Corinne Hale, University of Wisconsin - Madiso

• **Endometriosis on Campus: Disability, Stigma, & Accommodations** ..... Jessica Chaikof, American University; Michelle Newton-Francis, American University

• **Power and Pills: Understanding the Influence of Gendered Relationship Dynamics on Contraceptive Non-Use Within Heterosexual Couples** .... Alyssa Kumler, Harvard University

• **What is the next destination for Menstrual Justice?** .... Bahar Aldanmaz Fidan, Boston University

• "I Just (Don't) Know:" Understandings of and Embodied Aversion toward Contraception......Virginia Berndt, Texas A&M International University

**194. Pedagogical Tools for teaching Research Methods [Mini-conference: Teaching]**

*Sunday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-1300*

**Organizers:** Erin Anderson, Washington College; Evan Cooper, Farmingdale State College; Jaime Deluca, Towson University

**Presider:** Evan Cooper, Farmingdale State College

• **Practical Engagement with Qualitative Research**......Aneesa Baboolal, University of Mass - Dartmouth

• **Utilizing a Mixed Methods Assignment in Sociological Research Methods**.....Nazreen Bacchus, Farmingdale State College; Evan Cooper, Farmingdale State College

• **Education by the Numbers - Quantitative Research Project using National Survey Data in a Sociology of Education Course** ... Daniel Douglas, Trinity College
195. The Sociology of Masculinity [Paper Session]
Sunday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm  UMB-1290

Presider: Nathaniel Schermerhorn, Penn State University

- Hegemonic Masculinity, Practice Theory, and the Reduction of Systemic Inequality. Nathaniel Schermerhorn, Penn State University; Theresa Vescio, Penn State University
- Men who Hate Women: Masculinity, big data, and incel misogyny. Michael Halpin, Dalhousie University; Kayla Preston, University of Toronto; Norann Richard, CBI Canada; Finlay Maguire, Dalhousie University
- Patriarchal Policy Responsiveness: Policy Disagreement and Political Gender Inequality. Jarron Bowman, Ithaca College
- Playing with care: Queer men and care work in online video games. Jeremy Brenner-Levoy, University of Cincinnati
- Todo Bien: Blended Masculinity in a Peruvian Context. Anna Hidalgo, Columbia University

196. Culture, Medicine, and Disease [Paper Session]
Sunday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm  UMB-1320

Presider: Kelsey Roberts, SUNY at Oswego

- COVID-19 and the Return of the Denial of Death. Timothy Recuber, Smith College
- Impact of Family Instability on Children with Special Needs. Sharbari Ganguly, Umass Boston
- PTSD and Resilience: Comparisons between those with and without military service. Kelsey Roberts, SUNY at Oswego; Shannon Monnat, Syracuse University; Janet Wilmoth, Syracuse University
- Routine Activities Theory and Victimization of the Dead. Virginia Beard, Longwood University; William Burger, Longwood University
- Supporting our Veterans: Challenges Faced and Best Practices Utilized by Veteran Service Officers in Massachusetts. Ana Alejandro, university of massachusetts boston; Thomas Miller, university of massachusetts boston; Benjamin Nguyen, university of massachusetts boston; Steve Medeiros, university of Massachusetts Boston; Abishek Jain, university of massachusetts boston

197. New Perspectives, Methods and Epistemologies [Paper Session]
Sunday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm  UMB-3350

Presider: Xena Itzkowitz, Northeastern University
• **A New Method in Migration Studies: Integrating Nighttime Lights, Economic Indicators and Spatial Analysis** .... Xi Chen, Quinnipiac University

• **Analytic Bifurcation of the Self: The Epistemology and Rhetoric of the Researcher**......Xena Itzkowitz, Northeastern University

• **Changes and Contextual Factors Associated with Women's Attitudes Toward Intimate Partner Violence in Tajikistan: Findings from the 2012 and 2017 Demographic and Health Surveys** ... Hakim Zainiddinov, Bowdoin College

• **Humans, Animals, and Fungibility: Race, Pit Bull-Type Dogs, and Symbolic Boundaries**.......Julie LaBagnara, University of Massachusetts at Boston

• **Teaching Climate Justice: A Sociologist's Perspective**......Sandra ONeil, Curry College

• **Vaccine Hesitancy in Delaware’s Underserved Communities**......Xuanren Wang, Delaware State University; Nicole Bell-Rogers, Delaware State University; Dorothy Dillard, Delaware State University; Melissa Harrington, Delaware State University

198. **Economic Sociology [Paper Session]**
**Sunday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-4100**

**Presider:** Gokhan Mulayim, Boston University

• **New Money Meets Old Money in Greenwich Connecticut.** ....Dennis Gilbert, Hamilton College

• **Financialized Growth and the Structural Power of Finance: Turkey’s Debt-led Growth Regime and Policy Response after the 2008 Financial Crisis** .....Ayca Zayim, Mount Holyoke College

• **Race and Debt: Student Loans, Educational Attainment, and Entrepreneurship**......Daniel Auguste, Florida Atlantic University

• **Spaces of a Peculiar Good: Economization of Private Security in Istanbul** .....Gokhan Mulayim, Boston University

• **The Moral Economy of Homemade Masks in the Times of COVID-19** .....Ya-Ching Huang, Boston University; Alya Guseva, Boston University

• **Women's Income: Household Disruptions and Patriarchal Resolutions** .....Lauren Clingan, Princeton University

199. **Global Sociology [Paper Session]**
**Sunday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-4120**

**Presider:** Liz Wilcox, Boston College

• **Experiencing differences in the American higher education setting** .....Liz Wilcox, Boston College

• **Institutional Distrust, Institutional Participation & Protest Activity in the World-System** ....Matthew Schoene, Albion College

• **Other means of resisting: women who support Erdogan and his party in the times of policies against gender equality** .....Deniz Ayaydin, Boston College
- Race, Globalization, and the Ethno-National 'Double Othering' of Chinese International Students during COVID-19 ... Tingting Liu, SUNY at Albany; Angie Chung, University of New York at Albany
- Racializing Inclusion: Ideological Appropriation and the Global Muslim Community... Mostafa Amini, Harvard Medical School; Anwar Ouassini, Delaware State University

200. Social Life in Times of Disruption [Paper Session]
Sunday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-4130

Presider: Pamela Leong, Salem State University

- College Interrupted: How the COVID-19 Pandemic Disrupted the Living Arrangement, Finances, Academic Progress, and Mental Health of College Students ...... Pamela Leong, Salem State University
- How does COVID-19 pandemic impact US university student's mental health? ... Chenbaixue Yang, Columbia University
- Looking for "Someone to Lean On": Class and Four and Two-Year Asian American College Students' Receipt of Parental Support ..... Blair Harrington, UMASS Amherst
- The Power of Parents on College Students in times of COVID: ...... Janice Purk, Mansfield University of Pennsylvania
- Who Wants Free Speech? The Influence of Race, Social Class, and Political Ideology on College Students' Attitudes About Freedom of Speech ..... Brent Harger, Gettysburg College

201. The Alluring Promise of Success [Paper Session]
Sunday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-4140

Presider: Jane Lopez, Brigham Young University

- Success as Self-Determination: A Subject-Centered Analysis of Immigrants' Definitions and Perceptions of "Success".... Jane Lopez, Brigham Young University; Faith Williams, University of San Francisco
- The expectation of student parents to self-advocate: "The ones who are successful are the ones who keep asking" ...... Meredith Manze, City University of New York CUNY; Lauren Rauh, CUNY School of Public Health; Polly Smith-Faust, CUNY School of Public Health; Dana Watnick, Albert Einstein College of Medicine
- Undocumented youth and community college "Promise" programs ..... David Monaghan, Shippensburg University; Erin Michaels, University of North Carolina at Wilimington

202. Constructed Communities [Paper Session]
Sunday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-4160

Presider: Victor Shaw, California State University at Northridge
• Informing, Inspiring, and Involving African American Elites for Transformative Changes across African American Communities in the United States .... Victor Shaw, California State University at Northridge
• The Socially Constructed Images of Black Women in a Digital Media Space ..... Ola Kalu, SUNY Albany
• The Spirit of Multiracial Capitalism and (Anti)Blackness in the Sport of Cycling ..... Khalil Saucier, Bucknell University
• Utilizing Research Assistantships to Broaden Participation Amongst HBCU Students in Interdisciplinary Projects. The Case of Socio-Cybersecurity...... Carlene Turner, Norfolk State University; Claude Turner, AAMC; Yuying Shen, Norfolk State University

203. Methods, Epistemology, and Analytical Strategies in Sociological Analysis [Paper Session]
Sunday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm I UMB-4170

Presider: Irissa Cisternino, State University of New York at Stony Brook

• Assessing the Validity of Google Surveys Modalities for Sociological Research...... Irissa Cisternino, State University of New York at Stony Brook; Jason Jones, State University of New York at Stony Brook
• Marking Mindsets: A Theory-Based Automated Approach for Identifying Interactions of Personal Predispositions and Social Context in Social Media Text..... Ryan Barrett, Yale University; Daniel Karell, Yale University
• The Role of Research Methodology as Subject Matter in Public Sociology. ..... John Karlin, Phillips University
• Theory and method in the sociological practice of Jane Addams ..... Matthew DelSesto, Boston College
• "Fearful New World”. A set of almost-sociological “particles” to frame and analyse the social aspects of Covid-19 .... Antonio Maturo, Brown University

204. Politics, Community Engagement, and International Work in the Pandemic Era [Paper Session]
Sunday 12:00 pm-1:30 pm I UMB-4190

Presider: Elizabeth Mansley, Mount Aloysius College

• Community-Engagement Courses and the Pandemic: Creation, Continuation and Modifications ..... Elizabeth Mansley, Mount Aloysius College; Angela Balog, University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown
• Dating Apps During the Pandemic ..... Dakota Ross-Cabrera, City University of New York (CUNY) Graduate Center
• Liaisons Without Offices: Backyard Agents of Social Change During and Post-Pandemic Era ... Iwona Franczak, Syracuse University
• Migrant Careers in Transnational Perspective: International Work Experience and Career Mobility in the U.S. and Indian Labor Markets.....Elizabeth Jacobs, Georgetown University
• Pandemic Politics and the Right to the City: Urban Migrant Mobilizations in Belgium, Germany and the United States .....Amy Foerster, Pace University - New York City

205. Organizational Disjunctures in the Academy: Bridging Theory and Practice towards Equity [Panel]
Sunday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-1100

Organizer: Ethel Mickey, Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

Discussants:
• Enobong (Anna) Branch, Rutgers University
• Mia Ong, TERC
• Laurel Smith-Doerr, Univ of Massachusetts Amherst
• Adia Harvey Wingfield, Washington University at St Louis
• Tiffany Joseph, Northeastern University

Sunday | 12:00 pm-1:30 pm | UMB-4180

Organizer: Karen V. Hansen, Brandeis University
Presider: Fumilayo Showers, University of Connecticut at Storrs

• "Cascading Lives? Interrupting Downward Mobility".....Karen V. Hansen, Brandeis University; Nazli Kibria, Boston University
• "On Cascading and Slow Violence: A Case Study".....Samantha Leonard, Brandeis University
• "Making Curricula: Reflections on the Social Dynamics of Curricularization" ..... Max Greenberg, Boston University

Discussant:
• Fumilayo Showers, University of Connecticut at Storrs;
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